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JUSTIFICATION OF LINCOLN CITY URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY
To establish an Urban Growth Boundary, statewide planning
goals require the review of seven factors or criteria. This
criteria is &s follows:
Factor 1.
Factor 2.
Factor 3.
Factor 4.
Factor 5.
Pactor 6.
Factor 7.
Demonstrated need to accommodate long-range
urban population growth requirements consistent
with LCDC goals;
Need for housing, employment opportunities, and
livability,
Orderly and~economic provisions of pUblic
facilities and services:
Maximum efficiency of land use within and on the
fringe of the existing urban area;
Environmental energy, econa.ic, and social
consequences:
Retention of agricultural land as defined, with
Class I being the highest priority for retention
and Class IV the lowest priority; and
Compatibility of the proposed urban uses with
nearby agricultural activities.
The following is a factor by factor justification of
Lincoln City l 8 Orban Growth Boundary.
Factor 1:
GENERAL
DEMONSTRATED NEED TO ACCOMMODATE LONG-RANGE
URBAN POPULATION GROWTH REQUIREMENTS CONSISTENT
WITH LCDC GOALS
The size of Lincoln City's Orban Growth Boundary is deter-
mined by several direct and .easurate ractors. These
include:
(a) Anticipated city population growth,
(b) Population growth within the 'other urbanized
areas- eurroundinng Lincoln CitY1
(c) Increased Lamigration as a result of i.plementa-
tion of Cc·.prehensive Plan policies by the County
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which favors urban development over rural ~evelop­
ment1
(d) The growth stimulated by the demand for recre-
ational property:
(e) In addition, there is a factor not easily quanti-
fiable. That factor is historical precept ion of
the Lincoln City growth area.
Previous projected population figures did not consider the
impact of the establishment of planning policies which
should serve to discourage development 1n rural areas and
shift the -lost development- into the urban areas.
In a paper prepared by the Lincoln County Planning Commis-
sion, Population Analysis, 1979-1980, August, 1981, there is
an indicatIon that, because of the County's -downzoning- of
lands previously available for development in rural areas,
the cities of the County can expect to assume a shift of at
least 10\ of the previous rural growth population into their
urban growth boundaries. Table 2 indicates the ultimate
population which will result from these policies. Population
projections for the City of Lincoln City are based on 1980
census data and the assumption of an annual compound growth
rate of 5' as predicted by Econaaic Consultants of Oregon in
Economy of Lincoln County, 1978 (ECO).
The basis for the population inforaation is based on a
permanent population within the Delate census enumeration
district of 8,733 of which 62.6' of the population resides
within Lincoln City proper. The balance of the population
resides in the unincorporated areas around Lincoln City,
such as Roads End, Neotsu and-Roae Lodge. A small popula-
tion resides within the actual rural areas outside these
unincorporated centers of popUlation.
In reviewing the 1980 census enuaeration district informa-
tion, it was determined that 3,264 persons resided outside
of the city limits but within the proposed City'S Orban
Growth Boundary. PopUlation projections were calculated for
each of the desigated areas. This information is pre~ented
in Table 2.
The final estimate indicates a population somewhat outsid~
the range of the high estimate previously prepared. This
increase, however, is explainable if one considers the
contribution of popUlation due to the shift from the rural
areas into the UGB.
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Following a determination of ultimate UGB population, the
manual, K. A. Wri ht, Land Use Standards: A Method for
DeterminIng Lan Use Nee s n Ur an rowt Boun ar es,
September, 1979, was employed to determine land needs
reflecting the projected population. Land needs determined
by this analysis are incorporated in Table 3. The City has
identified two special land needs. The first need is for
seasonal housing. Because of this, an additional projec-
tion of ~and requirements to meet the second home demand was
made.
The second need requirement is for recreational open space
lands. Lincoln City is required to provide recreational
lands beyond a normal demand because of being a tourist
community, and because of being a regional provider of
recreationnal opportunities.
Table 5 illustrates population estimates as derived from
STRAAM's study. STRAAM's analysis divides Lincoln City user
population into three groupings: the permanent resident,
the summer resident and the overnighter.
The permanent resident is the. person who has his principal
residence within Lincoln City. The summer resident is that
person who has his principal residence outside the Lincoln
City area and who has a second home in Lincoln City. This
would include single-family residential and condominium-type
housing. The overnighter is the person who resides in
Lincoln City for short periods of time. Primarily, this
person would find his residence in the City's several
motels.
Projected permanent populations have been discussed. These
populations a~e someone outside the calculations presented.
However, their reports failed to recognize the shift in
population due to uran growth boundary policies favoring
urban development over rural development.
STRAAM Engineering Report, Lincoln City Comprehensive Sewage
Plan, remains the best availabble data for predictIng
LIncoln City'S summer residence population. PopUlation
assumptions were .ade by calculating summer sewage flow
rates. STRAAMts study area was broken into siz ••aller·
aub-basin areas. Summer residential and commercial flows
were calculated for each .ub-basin. sub-basins excl~ding
Kernville and Salmon River correspond to the proposed
City Urban Qrowth Boundary. Plow rates were then converted
to population equivalents. Table 4 represents land needs
based on demands placed by the summer residence.
1980 census data indicate 38' of Lincoln City's housing
stock is second homes. Lincoln City is not the typical
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tourist community where housing accommodations are directed
toward more traditional motel/hotel-type units.
Historically, second homes stock has been primary single-
family, with multi-family condominium development only
recently becoming a more important factor. This, again,
because of the second home becoming the principal residence
following retirement.
Department staff has suggested that the predominance of
single-family housing for the second home should be realized
in light of the condominium development. This has been done
for the short term of the last two years, no trend could be
established for a greater period of time. Figures indicate
that, during this period, 48% of the housing starts for
second homes have been multi-family, 47% single-family, and
5% for mobile homes.
If we assume that this short term trend will continue to the
year 2000 and that historical data is no longer valid, then
Table 4 represents land use needs based on anticipated
second horne development until the year 2000.
The need for 1,527 units is slightly beyond the previous
projections by the Mutual Aid Planning Service in 1978.
This is explained if one assumes that, if it is correct
there is to be a shift of population from the rural areas
into the City for permanent population, then it must also be
assumed that planning policies will also discourage the
development of second homes in rural areas. Therefore, the
higher number for seasonal homes was used in our calculations.
The absolute percentage of second homes to permanent homes,
however, r~mains the same.
It is difficult to predict actual land use demands based
solely on numbers of ·overnighters· derived by STRAAM. It
was suggested by department staff that land use needs for
commercial development should be analyzed by dividing
commercial activities into separate catagories. Following
that advice and employing assumptions derived by Economic
Consu~tants of Oregon in their report prepared in 1978, land
use needs for commercial developments for different types of
commercial activities were made. These calculations are
presented in Table 1. •
A major component of this projection is the service sector
contribution to land use demand. This commercial land
demand is in response to the ·overnighter· identified by
STRAAM Engineering both now and in the future. The balance
of the demand is from those other commercial activities
which make up Lincoln City'S economy.
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Department staff discussions have indicated that the City
has not adequately justified the projected needs for re-
creational lands within the City. Lincoln City is a regional
provider of recreational opportunities for the entire North
Lincoln County and South Tillamook areas. The population
within this service area is discussed in the City's Park and
Open Space Plan prepared in 1982. Based on standards
adopted by the National Recreation and Park Association, the
amount of land required to serve this population falls in
the mid-range of national standards. Therefore, the
City's projected park and open space demands seem to be
reliable calculations.
In establishing an urban growth boundary, it is necessary to
provide, in sufficient quantities, land to meet demands for
housing, employment opportunities, and to ensure a desirable
living environment for future city residents.
Areas committed to development and which should be included
within the UGB are:
(a) The existing city limits.
(b) Roads End and the northern area of the City, south
of the Cascade Head Scenic Research Area (CNSRA).
(c) Land adjacent to the City along the west of Devils
Lake.
(d) Deyeloped areas along East Devils Lake Road.
(e) Lands east of East Devils Lake Road.
(f) Cherry Hill Mobile Home Park.
(g) The lands north of Schooner Creek which have been
developed in low density housing.
EAST DEVILS LAKE ROAD AREA
The East Devils Lake Area encompasses aproximately 240 acres
of land. Lands to be included within the UGB were arrived
at through negotiation with the Director and Department
staff. Because of steep slopes and geological constraints,
only a small portion of this land can be actually developed.
The boundary along the east side of Devils Lake 1s delineated
by the electrical power line easement. The boundary acts to
exclude timber company forest holdings and lands with timber
tax deferrals. The boundary accomplishes the goal of
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inclusion of sufficient lands to ensure needed revenues to
establish local improvement districts to bring water and
sewer to the area. The boundary gives the City some control
over the most likely potential residential development
within the watershed of Devils Lake. This assures that the
recent study completed by the City to clean-up Devils Lake
will be implemented as recommended without other governing
bodies.
THE NORTHERN AREA
The northern area consists of the settlement of Roads End,
and other land south of the Cascade Head Scenic Research
Area (CHSRA) and northwest of Highway 101. All of this area
has been included within the UGB since 1977. And since that
date, all of the property owners have been cooperating with
the City to supply the northern area with sewer, water and
access by forming a series of local improvement districts.
The single largest parcel of property in the northern area
is the 521.6 acres known as Timbershore. In 1980, the
Timbershore property was annexed to Lincoln City on the
condition that it would be a Planned Unit Development.
Since that time, other tracts have been annexed, until today
over 80' of the northern area lying outside of Roads End is
a part of the City.
The high level of recent development activity in the northern
area (in the face of an extremely depressed market) lends
credence to the conventional wisdom that this is the area in
which future urban growth of Lincoln City will be focused.
For the past three years this area has led all others in
Lincoln City in terms of residential development. A number
of single-family and multi-family projects have been initiated.
Even in difficult market conditions, the first phase of the
Lincoln Palisades--SO condominium units--has been completed
and nearly sold out within the past 18 months. Two single-
family residential subdivisions (Spindrift and Compass
Point) have completed street and infrastructure improvements
and are now selling improved lots. In-fill is now occurring
within Roads. End, and a multi-use ~commercial, residen-
tial and recreational) development is under construction
south of Timbershore. Additional single-family lots and a
commercial riding stable have been proposed west of the
property along Highway 101.
Two factors are key to this area's success: first, this
area contains the amenities which drive the housing market
in the coastal area; and second, this·area now has available
the planning, institutional services and urban facilities
which are essential to good urban development.
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Factor 2: NEED FOR HOUSING, ENPLOYNENT OPPORTUNITIES AND LIV-
ABILITY
The City's economy is influenced by outside conditions and
factors. Three county growth assumptions which lead to the
conclusion of continued strong Lincoln City growth are
identified. These are:
(a) A mild increase and then a mild decrease in
employment in forest-related industries.
(b) The County's employment in fish-related industries
is to increase between 270' and 450' by 2000, with
the largest increase stemming from the onshore
impacts of the new 20D-mile fishing zone.
(c) The County's employment in tourist and recreation-
related employment is to increase between 300' and
340' by 200, thus contributing roughly 68' of the
total increase in employment in Lincoln County
during the 1977-2000 period. Lincoln City will
most directly benefit beyond other County cities
from the·third assumption because it will NOT be
necessary for the City to establish an economic
base to expand. The existing tourist industry is
in place and is healthy.
The employment projections, however, do assume a continued
emphasis in Lincoln City's economy on the tourist industry
and an increase in the number of service-related employed
jobs provided to residents of Lincoln City.
The tourism industry will remain the primary employment
opportunity for Lincoln City's population. This industry
traditionally produces low levels of income. The potential
result of this is more households unable to purchase adequate
housing and a resulting need for more low to moderate income
subsidized units.
Lincoln City, over the past several years, has been somewhat
exempt from the depressed economic situations of the balance
of Oregon. In a report prepared by Business Economics.
Incorporated, A Feasibility Analysis of a Community Based
Convention Center In Lincoln CIt Ore on, It was notid
that, even nIght of a severe econom c and energy crisis
situation, the City of Lincoln City may have actually
benefited due to the fact that recreational activities are
an important factor to most families and, in addition,
Lincoln City was only a tank full of gas away from the major
population centers of the state. Therefore, Lincoln City
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was and will continue to be a convenient designation for a
family retreat.
Utilizing employment information and the estimates of
population and housing, we can compare the existing allocated
commercial/industrial acreage with the projected needed
property. This is accomplished in Table 1. ?
.
Lincoln City housing needs were calculated using the pro-
cedure outlined in the manual A Method for Determining Land
Needs in the Urban Growth Boundaries. A projection was made
for permanent as well as seasonal units. The projections
for housing are contained in Table 3. ?
Factor 3: ORDERLY AND ECONOMIC PROVISIONS FOR PUBLIC
FACILITIES AND SERVICE
GENERAL
Public facilities in the-Lincoln City area are of a regional
nature. Existing schools, rural fire protection districts,
health districts, solid waste collection and disposal
utilities are currently provided to the entire proposed
Urban Growth Boundary. Each-of the service providers has
established plans for serving the existing areas and for all
future popUlation increases. The providers do not indicate
that there are constraints which would prohibit the orderly
extension of services to any area designated within Lincoln
City's Urban Growth Boundary.
The City provides municipal, police, water, sewer, road
maintenance and recreational facilities. Plans have been
developed and approved for the extension of services into
urbanizable areas projected to be the City's growth boundaries.
THE NORTHERN AREA
Planning: As a result of its 1911 inclusion within the UGB,
the northern area has been planned and inventoried in
accordance with LCOC planning guidelines. In addition, the
owners of property have participated in two privately funded
traffic studies completed in 1979 and 1980. The northern
area was included in the Lincoln City Transportation Safety
Study of 1981, the Comprehensive Sewerage and Water Plans of
1974 and 1978.
The 1980 annexation of Timbershore required that the property
be developed as a Planned Unit Development with an overall
density of 4 units per acre on the 521.6 acres (i.e., 2,086
total dwelling units). However, the owner of Timbershore
has agreed to file a Restrictive Covenant which will reduce
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the total number dwelling units on the 521.6 acres from
2,086 dwelling units to 1,926 dwelling unitsa In recognition
of the Management Plan for the Cascade Nead Scenic Research
Area, the owner of Timbershore has agreed through the
annexation ordinance that the northern 60 acres, which are
within the Research Area, will remain as open space and
outside the UGB. In addition, it was agreed that smaller
areas in Timbershore would be left undeveloped because of
site constraints and would be connected by a series of
pathways. The annexation ordinance also required the owner
of Timbershore to evaluate the development impacts on
traffic and wildlife. Both of these evaluations have since
been completed. The annexation of land within the northern
area is relevant under Factor 3 inasmuch as Water and Sewer
Policy No. 7 of the Lincoln City Comprehensive Plan makes
the extension of water and sewer facilities conditioned upon
annexation to the City.
Water, Sewer and Roadways: Since 1977, the City has co-
operated with private landholders to bring about an orderly
and economic extension of pUblic facilities and services to
the northern area of the City.
Several utility extensions have been completed in the north
area of the proposed Urban Growth Boundary. Since 1977, the
City has cooperated with private land holders to bring about
an orderly and economic provision of public facilities and
services to the north area of the City.
Land owners have participated in four Local Improvement
District projects. These have brought regional water, sewer
and roadway improvements to the area. In addition, private
funding has been employed to construct the major north/south
boulevard (West Devils Lake Boulevard) which will serve the
north area. These Local Improvement Districts are:
North of Bi1hway 101 water L.I.D.: This project suppliesCity water or the Roads End area and provides sufficient
capacity to service future development in the north area of
the CitYa Improvement includes water main extension and the
construction of a 2 million gallon water reservoir. the
total projected cost vas $467,466.61 of vhich $206,278.09,
the balance, was funded through the L.I.D a
North of Highway 101 Sewer L.I.D.: This project is the
fIrst phase of STRAAM Engineering's master sewer design.
The project constructed one sewer pump station, 3,100 feet
of pressure lines and 3,800 feet of sewer collection lines.
Although providing immediate service to only a portion of
the north area drainage basin the project is essential for
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future development. The total cost of this project is
$1,128,012.
Na-Ah-So/Lincoln Palisades L.I.D.: This project constructed
a 12 inch sanitary service trunkline and a highway crossing
under Highway 101 to tie into the gravity line constructed
by the North Highway 101 Sewer L.I.D. The total cost of the
project is $135,344.69.
Hi hwa 101 est Devils Lake Road Intersection: The previous
proJects are completed. This pro ect 1S scheduled for the
fall of 19B3. The project will improve the intersection of
Highway 101 and West Devils Lake Road by widening the
highway to accommodate left and right turn lanes and will
include the installation of a signalization of the intersec-
tion. The total cost of the project is $263,500.
The North of Highway 101 Water L.I.D. and the West Devils
Lake Road Boulevard L.I.D. are designed to accommodate the
ultimate 20-year growth in the north area of Lincoln City.
The North of·Bighway 101 Sewer L.I.D. and the Na-Ah-So/
Lincoln Palisades Sewer L.I.D., although serving a smaller
defined geographical area, are designed, by providing
additional capacity, to accommodate future development.
The arrangement of utilities in the north area of the City
"has followed a logical sequence of order maximizing utility
capacities while minimizing costs. The total expenditure
for the four L.I.D.s is $1,733.135. This expenditure is
spread among the individuals who benefit from the utility.
Long-term planning considerations have been based on the
development of the improvement districts. Property owners
had made commitments to participate in the L.I.D.S based on
the knowledge that the improvements would allow complete
development of their properties. It would be unlikely that
these property owners would have participated in all four of
the improvement districts if they knew that future develop-
ment of their properties would be restricted by being
excluded from the City'S Orban Growth Boundary.
The LCDC staff has suggested that the City's Orban Growth
Boundary should more appropriately conform to the boundaries
established by the North of Highway 101 Sewer L.I.D. This
is apparently because of the ability to provide immediate
service to properties within the boundaries of that district.
In this recommendation, LCOC staff fails to recognize:
(a) The recent development of the north end of the
City.
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(b) The logical boundary of the Cascade Head Scenic
Research Area in the north area.
(c) The over design of each of the four L.I.D.
projects to accommodate 20-year growth capacities.
(d) The unlikelihood of participation in the four
L.I.D.s if the property owners had known they
would be unable to develop their entire prop-
erties.
(e) The fiscal impact on the City's budget if the
-non-benefited properties- are excluded from
the L.I.D.
The Cascade Read Scenic Research Area and the City's north
Urban Growth Boundary share boundaries in the north area of
the City, except for a 50 acre tract of land east of Roads
End which has not been included within the City nor planning
and local improvement districts necessary to accomodate
urban growth. At the point where the city limits extend
into the Cascade Bead Scenic Research Area, the lands have
been committed to open space. The Cascade Bead Scenic
Research Area provides both a physical and Logical. northern
boundary for the City's Urban Growth Boundary. Existing
infrastructure improvements have been designed to accom-
modate ultimate 20-year growth projections. Line locations
and sizing have been engineered to provide service for
developments in the future. If ultimate design populations
are not accommodated by the improvements, there is un-
necessary waste in capital cost due to the increase in
design capacity of the systems. In addition, there is a
considerable waste in natural resources and energy due to
the necessity of greater levels of construction activity and
the need for more materials due to the overdesign of
the systems.
The City h~s al~eady levied L.I.D. as~essments against
several of the properties in the north area. (For example,
$532,166 of assessments have already been levied on the
Timbershore Property, with another assessment of approximately
$200,000 expected to be levied later this year.) These
asse~sments are paid to the City semi-annually over a
20-year term. The assessment payments of all of the bene-
fiting property owners with the L.I.D.s are used by the City
to meet its financial obligations to holders of General
Obligation Bancroft Improvement Bonds. These General
Obligation Bonds are Bold by the City to provide the long-
term financing for the pUblic improvements constructed
within the respective local improvement districts.
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If the City is unable to meet the principal and interest
obligations through collection of assessments, the City is
required by law to levy an annual general property tax
against ALL of the City's property in order to meet its
obligations.
If certain properties are excluded from the Urban Growth
Boundary as now being suggested, there will be a restriction
on the use of the property for development. The owners
would understandably petition the City for removal from all
local improvement districts and/or refuse to make future
assessment payment. The owners would logically argue that,
since their properties are no longer eligible for development,
the property no longer benefits from the improvements which
have been planned and installed and should, therefore, not
be assessed. The City would be forced to tax all Lincoln
City taxpayers to pay for the exclusion of these proper-
ties in not recognizing these factors.
LCDC staff has informally suggested that the only negative
costs associated with now constricting the Urban Growth
Boundary would be the lost revenues in the North of Highway
101 water L.I.D. and the West Devils Lake Boulevard L.I.D.
if properties did not fulfill their L.I.D. assessment
obligations.
,
These two improvement districts are regional in nature.
That is, they were designed to accommodate future 20-year
development. There is only limited short-term (1-5 years)
development potential realized by these improvements. The
costs involved in these two districts are minor when compared
to the sewer L.I.D.s. However, the capital expenditure
associated with the two improvements is approximately
$400,000. A majority of the lands proposed to be removed
from the Orban Growth Boundary would lie within these two
districts. It would be from within these districts where
exclusions from L.I.D. obligations would occur. Certainly,
a proportion of the L.I.D. costs cannot be excused because
some of the lands have short-term development capabilities.
However, it is estimated that this amounts to only about
one-third of the benefited properties. Therefore, the LCDC
staff's suggested negative cost is about $264,000, which
would have to be made up by the balance of the City property
owners.
LCDC goals require that public facilities and services be
arranged in an orderly and economic fashion. These property
owners entered into good faith agreements with the City to
provide financing into infrastructure improvements. The
districts follow established plans and guidelines established
by the City. The utilities were arranged in a manner which
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provides immediate service to short-term developments and
long-range capacity for future developments. The districts
were built in a logical sequence, that is, each L.I.D. built
upon the one which preceded it. To arbitrarily exclude
properties from the Urban Growth Boundary at this time
violates the intent and provisions of mandated LCDC goals
and guidelines. Exclusion would force an unorderly scheme
of development and require the balance of the City residents
to participate in paying for services from which they only
indirectly benefit.
Recreation Facilities: The northern area contains and is
sur~ounded by recreational facilities. To the west lies the
beach, the Pacific Ocean and the Pacific Coast Trail. The
area is directly linked to these amenities by the Road's End
State Beach Wayside. To the north is the Cascade Read
Scenic Research Area (CHSRA) which contains additional beach
access, Camp Westwind and hiking trails. Sixty acres of
Timbershore property ·lying within the CHSRA will be left as
open space. The Crown -S- Riding Stables have been proposed
along the western boundary of the northern area This
project received conditional use approval from Lincoln
County in early 1983. A nine-hole golf course is located
along Highway 101. The owner is currently expanding the
golf course and improving a site for a new club house.
Commercial Services: Commercial services are readily
available. A shopping center has been constructed at the
intersection of Logan Road and Highway 101, and the commercial
district of northern Lincoln City is easily accessible.
Public Transportation: Currently, Lincoln City does not
supply, and has no plans to supply, local public transporta-
tion. However, a private party currently operates a pUblic
transit service the length of the City. The northern
terminus of this service is the Road's End State Beach
Wayside. If this service is institutionalized, either
through public action or further private investment, the
northern area of the City is in an excellent position
to be serviced. This could be a significant factor in terms
of energy conservation, locational value of the property,
and the provision of mobility to future area residents who
cannot or do not wish to drive.
EAST OF DEVILS LAKE AREA
Even though the area is outside the current City limits, the
City has made extra-territorial extension of water services.
However, currently the water service provided is inadequate
to satisfy the needs of the area. As a result, the City is
no longer permitting connections to this system.
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with the acknowledgment of the Urban Growth Boundary,
Lincoln County should become less willing to issue subsurface
sewage disposal permits 80 that any future building permits
or any septic tanks which do fail will require the presence
of domestic sanitary sewer collection systems.
Lincoln City has recognized the necessity of this urban
level of service provision through its Comprehensive Sewerage
and Water Plans of 1974 and 1978, respectively, and has, by
implementation of these comprehensive plans, provided for
sewage treatment and water treatment facilities which have a
capacity 'adequate to accommodate the Urban Growth Boundary
area. The sewage treatment plant has just been enlarged
from 1,000,000 gallons per day to 3,000,000 gallons per day
to accommodate the future growth of the UGB area.
The City has started construction on a new water treatment
facility called for in the Water Master Plan. The second
phase of the Water Master Plan distribution system is
scheduled for 1982-1984 and includes the area east of Devils
Lake.
Extension of service lines will, in most cases, be provided
through L.I.D.s. Local Improvement District law requires
that all benefited properties be assessed. The aGB includes
all of the properties which will benefit from the construc-
tion of the water and sanitary sewer facilities to serve
this area in accordance with the comprehensive plans.
The economic provision for public facilities and services
will best be dealt with by the inclusion of all potentially
benefited lands within the aGB so that they may be assessed
for their proportionate share of the costs of the system.
Lincoln County has been reluctant to create L.I.D.S; there-
fore, if the properties are not included within the aGB, no
assessment can be made, resulting in a greater assessment
level for those lands which are included in the aGB.
This phenomenon is not the orderly and economic provision of
public services mandated by state planning goals. The
orderly provision rule would be violated if the City could
not manage development in any planned fashion due to parcels
which could otherwise be served being deleted from the UGB.
The ridgeline for the mountains east of Devils Lake form a
natural physical boundarr to contain urban growth.
Factor 4: MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY IN LAND USES WITHIN AND ON THE
FRINGE OF THE URBAN AREA
The Lincoln City plan allocates land within the city's aGB
on the basis of efficency of service for public facilities,
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efficiency of traffic flow through sound traffic design (and
redesign) and efficiency of operation for citizens and
visitors alike. The central concepts are:
(a) Arterials to shopping facilities: local ac-
cesses provided to alleviate conflicts between
-through- and -local- traffic.
(b) Locate higher density development within walk-
ing distance of services and shopping.
(c) As distance increases from services, area densi-
ties decrease such that cost of services and
energy use also decreases.
(d) The size and shape of Devils Lake (1 square
mile) and its shallow depth create warm tem-
peratures. These create algea blooms when nu-
trients are available. The whole circumference
must be serviced by sewer in order to ensure
better water quality in the lake. The cost of
service represents a bottom line of cost neces-
sary to preserve the resource consistent with
LCDC Goals 6 and 17. Lands to the east of the
lake are of a lower density. They are suffi- •
cient to justify the service yet not conflict
with the forest activities. The densities as-
signed as well as requirements for a forest
fire, fuel green buffer where forest land abuts
the UGB insure maximum efficiency of those
areas along the fringe of the existing urban
area
(e) In the northern area the OGB,and the southern
boundary of the Cascade Bead Scenic Research
Area coincide, and together form a logical
northern limit to urban growth. This has been
advanced through the annexation of the Timber-
shore property. Where the Timbershore property
extends into the Research Area, that land re-
mains outside the OGB and has been committed,
through the annexation agreement, to open space.
(f) The properties in the northern area of the City
contain some large tracts which present some
pUblic opportunities from a planning standpoint.
Por example, the Timbershore parcel contains more
than 500 acres in a single ownership. The prop-
erty owner has committed, through an agreement
with the City contained in the annexation ordi-
nance, to develop Timbershore as a phased Planned
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Unit Development. This will encourage a develop-
ment which preserves the amenities of the site
and avoids any site constraints. Timbershore
also contains a wide variety of site conditionse
This will allow for the construction of different
housing types and yield a project which appeals
to the full spectrum of Lincoln City's housing
markete
Factor 5: ENVIRONMENTAL, ENERGY, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
CONSEQUENCES
Environmental: The Lincoln City UGB is bordered on the north
by the Cascade Head Scenic Research Areae On the east,
forest lands form the boundarYe On the south, the Drift
Creek forms a natural boundarye The plan requirements for
sewage, vegetation plans and lower densities in the outer
areas ensures that environmental damage will be minimizede
Though some upland species will probably be displaced, there
are adjacent forest lands and creeks for their migratione
No endangered species will be affected~ in fact, the
one noted eagle's nest is preserved as a wildlife site.
The environment will most likely be less degraded than at
presente
Timbershore, a large site in the northern area, is committed,
by City Council order, to develop through the PeU.De process.
This will allow for the planning of a development which can
preserve the natural amenities of the site and avoid any
geologic constraints. Additionally, one of the requirements
of Timbershore's annexation was that the State Department of
Fish and Wildlife conduct an environmental assessment of the
Timbershore propertYe This requirement was satisfied in
June of 1980. The assessment indicated no negative con-
sequences which would result fram the development of the
areae
Energy: Energy use can be minimized through strict inter-
pretation of the plans, goals and·po1iciese Energy will be
consumed in construction of houses, pUblic facilities (such
as treatment plants) and in the patterns of use by City
residents If.projections for future years become actuale
Energy use by the year 2000 for home use would require some
192,031,000 BTU/year for natural gas users (about 30t).
Electric energy use for residences is slightly less than
10,000 kwh per unit, so by the year 2000 energy use could be
as high as 26,129,000 kwh per year for residences.
Automobile gasoline usage is highly dependent on factors
outside the scope of this plan. Estimates of the number of
trips which will be generated by future popUlation growth in
-16-
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the County and City indicates that a 475% increase in the
number of trips will occur between 1980 and 2000. Unless
past trends change due to the known fuel shortage, a pro-
portionate amount of fuel (of some type) would be required
just to meet regional growth demands. Fuel needs for
tourism estimated through the use of yearly traffic courts
indicate twice the local demand would be required dur-
ing summer months.
The proximity of the northern area to existing roadways,
commercial centers and recreation amenities will serve to
conserve energy. Its conformity to Lincoln City's north/
south, lineal development pattern will make it. a population
center served by pUblic transit.
Economic: Economic consequences have been thoroughly
inventoried by the Economic Consultants, Oregon Report. The
location of the UGB is such that it does not conflict with
any of the area's resources. The Plan hopes to improve the
quality of the lake and preserve shoreline vegetation, which
should continue to make the City a desirable place to live
and visit. Thus, the economic projections of the report
would be accurate.
The inclusion of the northern area is important for two
economic reasons. First, the investments in existing
infrastructure improvements will be partially wasted if
development is not allowed to occur. Second, the City is
counting on tax revenue from property within the districts
to finance improvements to the infrastructure which have
already been made. If that revenue is not received from the
participating property owners, the City will be forced to
look to its general fund for this lost revenue.
Social: Social consequences evolve from the projected shift
in the on-coming as well as from the large retirement and
second home population. The housing consultant mentions two
probable consequences. As the economy continues to shift
from a manUfacturing base to one based more on services and
retail trade, two unfortunate by-products could result.
Average income levels might not increase as much as expected.
This is especially ~rue since a large proportion of these
jobs_may not provide year-round employment. Perhaps more
importantly, as the Lincoln County economy becomes more
dependent on the seasonal· tourist/recreation demand, the
structural problem of high off-season unemployment could
continue to be an unwanted permanent fixture of the Coun-
ty's economy (Ragatz, 1978, pp IV-23).
Lincoln City's irregular configuration results after the
consolidation of five small communities located along
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Highway 101 and the Oregon Coasta Each of the communities
were platted in the early part of the centurYa Platting
patterns were generally 50' x 100' size lots or smallera
As the City developed, structures ~ilt because of the small
lot sizes were crowded togethera There was a loss of the
feeling of openness which is associated with the coastal
environment a Within the northern area, the Timbershore
property is now required to develop as a Planned Unit
Development. This will ensure a more open environment,
thus preserving the coastal amenities and avoiding the
·crowded· condition existing in the developed areas of the
CitYa Other social consequences are largely the result of a
growing populationa Increase in opportunities for crime and
the need for protection have been mentioned in the police
service sectiona
Opportunities for such cultural activities as art shows,
clubs, little theater and community college extension
courses will also most likely result from the increased
growth.
Social benefits of the location of the OGB"will be the
positive impact of preserving those resource lands for the
continuation of forestry, fishing and recreational activi-
ties within easy access to the City.
RETENTION OP AGRICULTURAL LAND AS DEPINED,
WITH CLASS I BEING THE HIGHEST PRIORITY POR RETENTION
AND CLASS VI THE LOWEST PRIORITY
Agricultural land is defined by the Land Conservation and
Development Commission Goals and Guidelines as:
Land of predominantly Class I, II, III and IV soils as
identified in the Soil Capability Classification System
of the United States Solid Conservation Service, and
other lands which are suitable for farm, use taking in
to consideration soil fertility, suitability for
grazing, climatic conditions, ezisting and future
availability of water for farm irrigation purposes,
existing land use patterns, technological .and energy
inputs required, or-accepted farming practices. Lands
in other classes which are necessary to· permit farm
practices to be undertaken on adjacent or nearby lands,
shall be included· as agricultural land in any eventa
More detailed soil data to define agriCUltural land may be
utilized by local governments if such data permits achieve-
ment of this goala
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As shown on the inventory map of Class I - IV soils, the
developed part of the City is located almost entirely upon
these soils. The conversion to housing and urban development
which has taken place over the years from the early 1900s to
the present time has thoroughly and irrevocably committed
the City area to urban uses. Investments in water, sewerage,
parks and other public facilities are necessary to maintain
the quality of the living environment surrounding Lincoln
City. That there is a need for additional growth has been
established in parts (1) and (2) of this section. Environ-
mental, energy, social and economic consequences are dis-
cussed in part (5) of this section.
Three areas near or within the OGB currently are used for
grazing. These are noted as A/2 and All in the inventory on
the natural resources map, and also on the Lincoln City
coastal shorelines map as No.7, Diked Pasture, and No. 11,
Devils Lake Bog (fresh water marsh), and a third area, No.
10, Schooner Creek Fish Spawning area. All three sites are
made up of Coquille soils. The Soil Conservation Service
soil interpretations state that:
The Coquille series consist of. very poorly drained
silt loam over silty clay loam, very strongly acid
solid formed from sediments deposited in water sub-
ject to tidal fluctuations. The soils are on level
and depressional flood plains and stream deltas along
coastal tidelands. Where not cultivated, the vegeta-
tion is rushes, hedges, marsh grass and tules. Ele-
vations are from sea level or below to 10 feet under
the degree of soil limitation affecting selected uses
these indicate.
,
Local Roads and Streets
Dikes and Levees
Dwellings without basements
Paths and Trails
Wildlife Area
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Severe limitation due to
very poorly drained soil
with occasional flooding
and moderate shrink swell
potential
Moderate as above with
lenses of organic material
and medium compressibility
Severe limitations as above
Moderate as above
Special significance for
wildlife, ponded water in
winter provides habitat
for water fowl
Pasture - Class IV Fair yielding between 5-8
animal units per acre,
although it has acid soil
Part of the Devils Lake Bog is in state ownership as part of
the Devils Lake State Park. The other areas are in private
ownership. The City may prefer to use these areas as wild-
life areas transferring the development rights to associated
areas where building limitations are not as severe.
Thus, including these areas within the OGB would provide
open space, preserve the resource and provide a buffer
between the City and rural agricultural activities east of
the City.
In the north area, the most recent Soil Conservation Service
soil classification studies show that, for undeveloped land,
the soil types are predominantly Class VI soils or worse.
Attached as Exhibit A is a map which illustrates the location
of these soils classes.
COMPATIBILITY OF THE PROPOSED URBAN USES
WITH NEARBY AGRICULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Agricultural uses occur only in the river and stream valleys
of Lincoln County, such that the access upstream along
Schooner Creek, Drift Creek and Bear Creek are the only
areas of nearby agricultural activities. As indicated in
the agricultural land discussion, due to high ground water
table these areas are not well suited to construction or
agriculture. The best use is as forage and open space for
wildlife. Including certain parts within the UGB such that
modern technique to transfer of development rights could
insure compatibility of the proposed urban USeS with
the more suitable agriCUltural areas for those upstream
within the rural areas of the County.
There is one agricultural activity within the northern area.
It is a holly farm with about 69 acres in production. It is
not considered a viable enterprise; its annual-return is
less than its annual L.I.D. assessments.
SUMMARY
Lincoln City is a community where growth has occurred in a
linear fashion along the Oregon coast. The City has his-
torically planned limits.
LeDC Goal 14, Urbanization, lilsts seven factors for con-
sideration in the determination of a UGB. The first of
-20-
these factors is the ability to accommodate long-range urban
population growth requirements.
Population projections are deriv~d from the information
provided in the 1980 census, trends from the census demon-
strate that new residents will opt to live inside the UGB
but away from the present City limits. Thus, it is perceived
that extreme development pressures will be felt into the
Devils Lake area, into the north area and into the limited
lands available in the south of the City. The City area is
essentially saturated with committed development. In
addition, available City vacant lots have remained unpur-
chased or undeveloped through recent economic downturns.
This leads to the conclusion that the purchasing public
views these parcels as undesirable for consumption when
other ·outside· areas are available. This is graphically
demonstrated by noting the recent Lincoln Palisades multi-
family condominium development in the north area of the
City. This development was built while existing in-City
multi-family parcels remain vacant.
Because of the demonstrated tendency for residential develop-
ment outside the City limits and inside the UGB, and because
there is very nearly an urban environment around all proposed
UGB parcels, and because substantial vacant land does exist
within the identified areas, it is felt that the proposed
UGB is the logical location for the identified increased
development pressure. Construction of new housing to meet
this demand will provide employment opportunities, and the
provision of services within the urban growth area will
enhance the livability of Lincoln City and its environs.
Urban levels of service have been provided for the population
area found both in the corporate limits as well as in the
urbanized areas LRmediately surrounding the City. The areas
around Devils Lake and vacant lands to the south are currently
served by City water, however, at inadequate pressure and
quantity to provide for further construction of new housing.
In the north area of the City, where the highest level of
recent development activity has occurred, all of the necessary
infrastructure improvements are in place or under construc-
tion.. An adequate quantity is guaranteed for the future.
Lincoln City has recognized the necessity of providing urban
levels of service as is shown in its Comprehensive Sewage
and Water Plans of 1974 and 1978. These plans have provided
for sewage and water treatment facilities which have adequate
capacity to accommodate the growth in all proposed areas.
The plans provide for the orderly provision of urban service
to the area. However, this could be violated if the City
-21-
was unable to control development in a planned fashion
because certain lands were excluded.
The economic provision for public facilities and services is
best met by including all lands that will benefit from the
construction of the water and sanitary sewer facilities
planned to serve the area. The inclusion of all lands will
enable the costs of the new systems to be shared proportion-
ately among those beneflted.
The land uses within the UGB are urban in character and will
remain so as the area is growing faster than the City
itelf.
The lqcation of the OGB along the ridgeline to the east of
Devils Lake provides a natural physical boundary between
urban uses and forestry uses. The installation of sewer
lines in this area will reduce the use of spetic tanks, thus
reducing the environmental consequences of the OGB. The
energy consequences of this UGe are minor, since the area is
currently urbanized and is close to the City. The proposed
boundary will not conflict with any of the area's resources
and will not create any economic consequences to forestry
and other uses. Any negative social consequences of the
UGe are minimized because urban levels of service will be
provided to the urbanized area and the resource lands will
be preserved, providing for sufficient recreational activities
within easy access of the City.
In the northern end of the city, the UGe and the southern
boundary of the Cascade Bead Scenic Research Area coincide.
(Where the Timbershore property extends into the Research
Area, that land has been committed to open space. Fifty
acres of land not served by urban facilities and, not within
the Research Area, have remained outside the UGe.) This,
then, provides a logical boundary for the northern portion
of the UGB .
The boundary which defines the Timbershore property is
consistent with the city limits in the north area of the
City. The city limits provide a logical boundary between
lands either in company or private timber holding. The
Cherry Bill Mobile Bome Park is an isolated area where
substantial development has occurred. No additional develop-
ment can occur on the site. Lands surrounding the park are
protected for resource use. Adequate buffers separating the
park from forest uses have been provided. The Incl~8ion of
the park in the boundary protects their existing use.
The UGB follows the city limits throughout the balance of
the City. The boundary serves to separate forest uses from
-22-
urban development. At the southern extremes of the boundary,
the Siletz River provide a logical separation of rural and
urban uses.
With the consideration given to the above factors, the OGB
is demonstrated to be in its most suitable location.
-23-
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TABLE 2
POPUIJ\TIO:-! PROJECTION
CITYl DELAKE1 ,2,3
·1 4
URBA.."1 >.REA •
~930 5459 1840 1424
1985 6162 2145 1662
1990 7864 2710 2209
1995 10037 :Kln 3371
TOTAL UGB PO?ULATIO~
6893 1980
7854 1985
10073 1990
12916 1995
16181 2000
1. Ass~~e 5% annual compound growth rate high projection ECO Report, 1978.
2. Assume loss and shift of 10% to urban area, Lincoln County Planning
Department, 1981.
3. "Delake" includes population located outs ice City limits but in Delake
Census Area.
4. "Urban Area" includes population located inside Delake Census Area
outside City limits but inside UGB.
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Lincoln City Residential Land Needs
As earlier reported, Lincoln City's residential land needs are of
two types, one being the permanent population and the second
being the demand created by a "second home" population. As
reported, 38% of Lincoln City's housing stock are second homes.
The City has four residential housing categories. Three of the
categories are for single family units of varying minimum lot
size and the fourth for multi-family developments. These housing
patterns have been historically established and the City does not
anticipate any great diversion from the existing development scheme
Single family ~nits remain the predominent type of desired permanent
housing. The City has altered its seasonal housing properties to
accommodate Department concerns. The City has however, lowered
the percentage of housing directed towards single family units
to reflect the anticipated condominium market in meeting housing
needs in the future. The City projects that 72% of the total housina
requirement will be single family, 14% mobil~ homes, and 14% multi-
family. Vacancy rates are difficult to predicate for the City as the
rate varies from season to season, however, the City has employed
a very c9nservative 0.5% for single family and 3% for multi-family,
from census data, household size is 2.16 persons. The City projects
that the historical single family allotment of patterns of 80% to
R-7.5 lots, 15.3% to R-5 lots, and 4.5% to R-10 lots will continue
for both permanent and seasonal homes. These figures are indicated
in Table 3.
TABLE ·4
Permanent population
Residential Land Needs
A. Total units needed by category
5475 single family
1065 mobile home
1080 multi-family
7620
B. Existing
79%
12.7%
8.3%
housing inventory
single family 1984
mobile home 319
multi~family 208
2511
c. Total acres required
single family-
R-5
R-7.5
R-IO
R-M
mobile homes
"R-'R
by zoning
designation
104 acres
391 acres
72 acres
50 acres
D. Total acres required by zoning designation seasonal
homes
1. Total units needed 1527
2. Single family (as previously discussed 48%
of total seasonal housing)
R-S
R-7.S
R-IO
110 acres
576 acres
32 acres
3. Multi-family (as previously discussed 47% of
total seasonal housing)
R-M 42 acres
4. Mobile homes (as previously discussed 5% of total
seasonal housing)
9 acres
168 acres
-
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TABLE 5
TOTAL LAND NEEDS
Commercial/Industrial
Residential
Permanent
Seasonal
Transportation
Public/open space
-
286
703
168
217
380
~
1754 acres
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TABLE 7
LINCOLN CITY URBANIZING LANDS (1984)
County Areas in Acres
MAJOR VACANT
LOCATION ZONE TOTAL BUILT & COMMITTED CONSTRAINTS (unsuitable) (suitable)
Schooner Creek R-l0 41 28 13 0
Industrial Area P-I 145 74 39 32
(SE 23rd)
East Devils Lake R-7.5 240 20 92 128
West Devils Lake R-7.5 302 95 0 207
Roads End R-7.5 220 220 0 0
North Devils Lake R-7.5 168 122 0 46
TOTAL
- - --
1116 559 144 .413
-TABLE P
Total Land Inventory
Existing City limits
outside City limits
Vacant Lands
Existing City limits
Outside City limits
3624
1116
4740
1412
413
=
1831
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MOBILE HOME INVENTORY
In 1978, the Lincoln County Mutual Aid Planning Service projected
that Lincoln City would require a total of 1,065 mobile horne units
by the~year 2000. There is an existing inventory of 319 units in
Lincoln City. Therefore, there is a need for an additional 746
units during the planning period.
Mobile homes are allowed as an outright use in the Recreational-
Residential (R-R) zone in Lincoln City. The minimum lot size
for mobile homes in the R-R zone is 5,000 square feet. Based
on the need of 746 additional units, there would be a net land
need of 86 acres for the mobile homes. Additional land needs
for transportation and open space have been calculated as a part
of the City's overall additional land needs.
Table 7 of Lincoln City's Location of Lincoln City's UGB, 1982,
indicates the total lands zoned for mobile homes to be 173 acres.
Total lands built and committed for mobile homes is 94 acres.
Therefore, the City is required to accommodate an additional 7
acres of land for mobile home development by the year 2000. It
is expected that this will be accomplished through the develop-
ment of mobile home parks. Mobile home parks are a conditional
use in all residential and commercial zones. Requirements of
the Zoning Ordinance have been modified to allow for specific
manageab~e criteria in reviewing mobile home park applications.
GOAL 5
GOAL B
The two major aggregate sites which service Lincoln County
and the North Lincoln County area are located in Lincoln
County. The sites are located in Section 23 of Township 7,
Range 11. The site is situated in land zoned Timber-Conser-
vation (T-C) by Lincoln County. The aggregate sites are
located outside the City's UGB however, the rock crushing
operations associated with the two sites are located within
the City's UGB.
The crushing sites are planned and zoned by Lincoln County for
industrial uses. The City's UGB designation calls for future
industrial uses for the crushing site properties. Natural
terrains of steep slope and existing industrial development
secure the sites for continued industrial use. Non-compatible
development would be eliminated from the sites by terrains and
existing plan and zoning mechanisms. Residential development,
(except through a PUD process) is not allowed within the City's
Planned-Industrial zone.
I
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The aggregate site insures the availability of material for the I
two crushing operations. The sites are protected as an outright
use in the T-C zone by Lincoln County ordinance provisions.
Properties immediately surrounding the aggregate operation are
held by timber companies. The smallest holding is 72 acres. I
County zoning allows one single family dwelling in conjunction
•with a forestry use. As a conditional use, dwellings may be
located in the T-C zone if they meet certain development criteria. I
The minimum lot size is 40 acres unless a special exception can
be granted. It is incomprehensible that given the existing
circumstances of large timber tracts that a single family I
structure would be located in a manner which would interfere
with an aggregate site. In addition, there would be adequate
opportunity during conditional use hearings before the Planning I
Commission if residential development were proposed, to protect
the aggregate site from non-compatible development.
I
The document Lincoln City Park and Recreation Facilities Plan, I
March, 1983 o~tlines the City's existing park inventory. Public,
open. space, and recreational land needs are established in findings
Justification of Lincoln City's UGB, Table 4. Land use needs for I
these uses were established using the criteria outlined in the
booklet Land Use Standards: A Method for Determining Land Needs
In Urban Growth Boundaries, September, 1979. The needs presented
are in conformity with standards established in the National I
Recreation and Park Association document, Recreation Park and
open Space Standards and Guidelines, 1983. Lincoln City is a
recreational community. The basis of the economy is tourism, as I
such the City must provide adequate recreational opportunities
for not only the permanent resident but also the tourist who may
visit the area. It is important if the City is to maintain the
ability to ~ompete with other coastal jurisdictions for the tourisil
dollar, that a high level of recreational attraction be provided.
I
..
xonrenewable Resource Availability
Construction Aggregate - Lincoln City Area
Operator
lDevils Lake Crushing
loceanlake Sand & Gravel
2O.D.O.T.
Quality Quantity
Variable Unknown
Good Large
Poor/Fair Limited
Use
Large commercial
supplier, future
supplies unknown
Major commercial
rock produce
Secondary
State Supply
·_.
-"
Source: lEnvironmental Geology of Lincoln County
Bulletin 81, DSDAG & ~, 1973
2Telephone Conversation O.D.O.T.
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miles
miles
miles
miles
73
9
47
17
Highway 101
City right-of-way
UGB right-of-way
Lincoln City has 72 miles of developed right-of-way uses.
Twenty-four percent of the total built and committed land
in the City is dedicated to street right-of-way uses. This
represents 72 miles of streets which is equivalent to approx-
imately 470 acres of land.
This figu~e is somewhat misleading as it does not consider
the large vacant tracts in developed areas serviced by the
existing system.
GOAL '10
1.
Recent residential developments in the City have been built
as Planned Unit Development projects. The City encourages
this form of land development. The entire Timbershore area
must be built as a PUD, this being a condition~ of annexation
approval. Recent development have had land dedications for
right-of-ways of 15% to 20% of the total land area. Table 4
reflects transportation needs for the City. The 217 acres
represents the additional· land needed to accommodate trans-
portation needs.
Devils Lake is 640 acres in size. The lake will continue to be
an important recreational asset if funds became available to
improve the water quality in the lake. Private open space
inventory is difficult to measure because of its lack of business
continuation from year to year. In addition, generally it prOVides,
a limited use, i.e. R-V space rental. However, if we consider
the two golf courses and the other private holdings, we can estimat
a total land inventory of 230 acres. The total of land inventory
including all sources is then 1270 acres. Therefore, the City
must provide an additional 380 acres of land to meet open space,
public, and recreational land needs by the year 2900.
I
I
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The total land needs based on the "service area" population (Table 3)
which includes the tourist, is 1650 acres. The City has an I
inventory of 149 acres of land. The State of Oregon provides
approximately 200 acres of open space at sites throughout the
area. The School District provides open space at each of the
five school sites. I
I
Population figures present a service area which includes the
permanent City resident population and the population outside
the incorporated city limits which receive recreational service
from the City. The figures also include land needs for the
seasonal resident.
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From Table 4, the City's total land dedication for public,
open space, and transportation is 597 acres. This is equivalent
to a little over 30\ of the total land inventory. This percentage
is in keeping with other jurisdictions in the State.
2. One of every three jobs in Lincoln City is derived from the
tourist industry. Recreation is the economy of the area.
With increasing emphasis at the State level on tourism as an
additional industry for the State, the continuation and the
enhancement of existing tourist communities becomes important.
Table 1 reflects Lincoln City's commercial and industrial needs
by general SIC categories. The category "service" illustrates
the City's land needs to accommodate the tourist population
through motel, hotel, resort-type development.
If this figure anticipates a normal growth rate to occur in
the existing tourist economy, this figure and the others
which are related to tourism (i.e. retail rate) does not
reflect possible positive results from active State promotion
of tourism. Because of increased State and local efforts to
promote and secure the tourist dollar, it is important that
sufficient lands be available to accommodate anticipated growth.
The Commission has minimally questioned allowance for lands
within the UGB for industrial development. Adequate commercial
lands within the City's UGB are as important an asset to this
community as future microchip sites are to valley communities.
Lincoln City Planning ordinances allow for partial development
of commercial lands for residential development. On the surface,
given the desire to protect lands in light of increased promotional
activities which should result in more demand for commercial lands,
appear to be a contradiction. However, in most cases, the commercial
lands which may be utilized for residential will be for second homes,
condominiums, etc.
One could argue that this is a commercial use in itself. Land now
zoned for commercial development is-located along Highway 101 or
the oceanfront. There is intense development pressure between
many factions for the use of the limited oceanfront property.
Highway 101 will continue to be used for traditional commercial
development.
The City's first prerequisite is providing sufficient land to
accommodate future commercial needs, however, the City recognizes
the importance of other market pressures.
Therefore, the City has established Comprehensive Plan policies
to review development within commercial areas for possible conflicts.
This review is to occur yearly and shall also serve to evaluate
needed changes in land use.
SHORELANDS
The study "~~gni;ic4n~ Shoreland and Wetland Biological Haoitats
and Ripaf,ian"Vegetation" identified all riparian vegetation:'
Early studies, including "Lincoln City's Urban Forests," which
were general in nature and were not site specific. These early
studies should be now considered for planners no longer valid in
light of the Thomas study.
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The Taft area of Lincoln City was one of the earliest areas of I
Lincoln County to develop. The area was dependent upon fishing
and logging activities associated with the Siletz Bay and River [
for its economic existance. Because of severe silting problems,
the bay and river became non-navigable. with the loss of access
to the water, fishing and logging functions became non-viable.
Shoreland properties were subsequently developed for residential [
and tourist-recreational purposes. All properties along the water-
front are developed making future water-dependent and water-related
uses impossible to achieve. Historical value of the area lies in [
the rich stories which abound concerning the early days of fishing
and logging. No structures remain to identify the era. The City
hqs applied no resource protection designation to the area. HOWeVer[
shore land developments which may occur in the future if structures
were to razed, would following criteria contained in the Environment 1
Quality Overlay Zone requirements. Areas of exceptional scenic qualit·
were earli.er identified in the document "Lincoln City Coastal Shorelrn
Resources," MAPS-1979. The document is amended to indicate the areal
of exceptional scenic quality to be only the beach access points and -
the Taft cemetary off Highway 101 across from Spanish Head. [
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NOISE INVENTORY
Noise problems in Lincoln City are limited. The primary
concern is associated with traffic on Highway 101. Secondary
concerns are associated with the rock/sand quary at SE 23rd
Street.
The Oregon Department of Environmental Quality has established
standards which indicate potential noise pollution when traffic
exceeds 10,000 average daily trips at a given location. The
Lincoln City Transportation Safety Study, December, 1981 identified
traffic volume at several locations in the City. Based on that
study, and DEQ standards, the following locations exceed accept-
able noise levels.
1. West Devils Lake Road and Highway 101.
2. N. 21st and Highway 101.
3. S. 51st and Highway 101.
One day 24-hour traffic volume location which might present
occasional noise pollutions are:
1- South of City limits to Schooner Creek Bridge.
2. Schooner Creek Bridge to Spanish Head.
3. N. 23rd Drive to N. 21st.
4 • N. 21st to N. 25th.
5. N. 25th to ~'lest Devils Lake Road.
All properties surrounding these locations are zoned for commercial
or industrial uses to buffer noise pollution from sensitive
receivers.
-4-
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TABLE 7. COMPARISON OF 24-HOUR TRAFFIC VOLUME COUNTS ON US 101 BY SECTION
.... ! ",
'1' , •
. :.
Schooner Sri dge" 40
Taft Cemetery'. 30
31st Street S., ,30
23rd Drive ' 40
21st street N. '30-40
25th Street N~ 30
w. Devils Lk. Rd.'30-45
N.~City Limits 45
ODOT Counts
1979 July 1980
ADT ADT
9,350
10,600
10,700,
11,600
13,150
14,200
10,250
8,300
AADT*
13,600
19,800
19,150
21,350
16,150
8,000 1.7
11 ,650 : 1.7
11,250 1.7
12,550 1.7
9,500 1.7
March 1981
City of Linco1n
City Counts
March
Raw Data Factor
14,350
16, 150
16,550
15,400
20,050
20,850
, 16,700
, 13, 100
Speed
Limit
(mph)ToFrom
"
"
~, S.City 1imits
': ':'. Schooner Bridge
Taft Cemetery
31st Street s.
23rd Drive
21st street N.
25th Street N.
w. Devils Lk.
'.
I",'
1
"t'
..
. d-
: ! ~
, ,
• I
, I
, I' .
. :!
;. "
.....
*AADT =Average Annual Daily Traffic = 1.7 x City Counts
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The following information represents population estimate
for the Lincoln City area. The information was compiled
from the following sources:
1. STRAAM Engineering
2. Feasibility Analysis: A Community-Based
Convention Center in Lincoln CitYI Oregon I
1981, Business Economics, Inc.
3. 1980 U. S. Census
4. Lincoln City Comprehensive Plan, 1980
5. Real Estate Data Service, letter, 1982
TABLE 1.
POPULATION ESTIl4ATES
Permanent Residents
Seasonal Residents
"Service Area"
Lincoln County
1982
5,575
8,000
11,262
2000
16,181
15,855
23,240
55,276
-
**This replaces A-2 of the Park Plan ;nventory
TABLE II. A3
1980 POPULATION> BY AGE AND SEX I
~
E GRGUP FEI-'ALES ,\!AL ES TOTAL,
"~Ur:R 1 YE1\R 39 43 82
t t.r-.4 C 2 Y=/',f\S 71 SS 130
'. Ai\O 4 YEslHS 58 61 11~
'l'EAK~ 22 20 42
rYEAr..S ·30 38 6e
10 >:; YEARS 61 78 139.
't EA ~1 S 121J YO 13 122 243
;.' YE,.\RS 33 3l 64I
y=t.. K S 30 37\' 67
& YEAR :..> 42 36
• 7Cl
7. Y EI\fl S 35 7.4 5Ci
\' Et,~ $ ?,:{ III 79oJ ... I
i; YE/dS 3!t I 25 59
9 YEM<S 37, 35 72
i Y ElU~ S 32 24 56
• TU YE.\?S 125 122 2 L>'{, 9. ItCo
5 TO 29 'tEARS 210 2ee t,10
'TG' J4 YEItRS 172 1 7 "} 344.-
!.. Tr. 44 '{;:Al-\ S 246 224 /i 70
r- TO t: ' 'fEtl.;{$ 268 2"S:; ,493J" c. __
'~TC StJ 'rEAflS 203 156 35~;- .~ r~o 61 'f E.t\!-\ S 102 g2 184
Z JC {-,It YEt.P.S 163 : 111 274
". Ie 7 :t '(.EA~S 444 367 811
TO 84 'rEJ\~S 23G ,166 396
:> YF.M<S tr.o CVcil. 7a l) 6 1'24
, . TOTAL 2'~24 .2545 51~69
-:- ....
.
I
I
I
I
I·
'I
~"'I
521"45
51.26
47~­55
56. ?50.'4£3.
55 .. Z
45 t t:4°151.')()
42174642. 0
49.3 Cj
48150.. v
•47.66
45143 _I
44 .. 5 -.ItOI
45.
MALESI
Cf AGE
. .
"
'. . :: " -
100.00 _.
1 ... 5C
2.38
2.1e
0.77
1.. 24
2•• 54 .
4.4(+
1 ..·17
1 .. 23
1.43
l.oe
1.44
1.08
1 .. 32
1.02
.i~ 52' .
7.50
6.29
_ 8.59 .
9.01
6.56
,,3.36 .
5.01
14.83
• .7.24
2.27
~ OF TOTAL
.....
w. ..~. •
SCURCE: SeMM~RY TAPE f'rlE lA J fAD 10
!.. GrE: ':0*,,;. INCICA1ES St.;.J>!~RESSICf\: Cf DA1.,\.
0'..
A4
TABLE III.
f)
~~ 19 & Under
~) -6~9& Over
~ ral Population
'1 u.ian Age
AGE GROUPI~G
Delake Depoe De:poe Bay Delake/
Lincoln City CCO Bay CCD Depoe Bay CCD Lincoln City
22.47% 23.50% 23.23% ],9.50% 22.61% 26.34%
44.83% 45.46% 55.74% 49.70% 46.39% 50.53%
32.70% 31.04% 21.03% 30.80% 31. 00% 23.13%
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100:00%
43.0 41.7 33.6 46.3 42.7 35.5
,.I., :,1>' The actual tourist population is difficult to predict. The D-River Wayside
record~d 2.1 million persons in 1980, an increase of 40% over the previous
recording period of 1979.
For design of. the City's water and se~er utilities systea, ST~~~ Engineering
estimated'an e?Cisting "overnight population" of 20,215 growing to 54,900 by
2000.
,The City has approximately 1630 motel rooms. Tne follo~ing table indicates
occupancy rates of those rooms during the year 1980:
TABLE IV.
ROOM OCCUPA.!.'\lCY
LJNCOLN CITY AREA
'1980
Inc. July, 1981.
.-
OCCUp2
Total Rat
7,420 14.9
15,550 33.5
30,510 61.4
~4,390 50.7
32,950 66.3
38,430 80.0
'47,675 96.
47,675 96.0
42,010 87.4
35,190 70.9
21,990 45.8
5,150 10.4
348,940 58~ ~
--
100.0%
550
1,220
2,350
3,650
5,890
2,430
1,830
5,890
7,300
2,350
9.6~
33,460
Conventions
79,'.6%
4,320
12,200
26,050
18,790
25,890
29,120
42,535
43,135
32,800
24,470
16,440
/~
1,860
Tourists"
'Occ~oied Roo~-Nights
-' 277,610
10,.8%
37,870
'3~100
..
"'2,800'
3",240
3,250
3,410
3,420'
2,710
,2,710
3,320
3,420
3,200
3,290
:' Business
Travelers
'49,662
46,458
49,662
48,060
49,662
48,060
49,662
49,662
48,060 '
49,662
48,060
49,662
,~vailable
Room-Nights
,',
h
list
'. nber
!r
~mber
~er
:~>­
.. ~;~Tota1s 586,332
i!. . .
ant of Total
-/~~:'., '.
e~ Business Economics,
-~- .
,.. ,
The conclusion which might be drawn fro~ these figures are that the
Lincoln City area is experiencing a rapid population increase. Although
not illust.rated in the above, the median age for' the area h<ls decre<lsed
by'6.5 years, this resulting from influx of population in the 20-59 age
group. At t.he same time, ho~ever, the actual population of the 60 and
over group has increased by'sOme~8%, to ~here this group now represents
32% of Lincoln City's total.population.
, .-
Tourism re~4ins as an active part of LL~coln Cit.y's economy quoting the
Convention Study".•• when viewed relative t.o other travel indicators;
such as air travel, it would seem that urban Oregonians are replacing
long distance recreation trips with shorter. in-state trips. Lincoln
City • is benefitting from the high cost of gasoline."
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(BY TYPE OF FACILITY)
l. 'r,KL . ~ • I "'I
rl (J
tegory and Type
Land Based Facilities
Status Name / Location O\~TIer Size Other
~
1. Campsites
.-'
• I
.'::
Existing
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Neskowin Creek S.P.
~est Devils Lake S.P.
Schooner Creek S.P.
North Creek
KOA Campground
Lakewood Trailer Park
Lee's Evergreen Park
Chinook Bend Tailer Park
.-
US Forest Servo (Siuslaw) 11 Tent
State 68 Tent/32 Tra~l.
US Forest Servo (Siuslaw 5 Tent
US Forest Servo (Siuslaw~ 11 Trailer
Private 34 Tent/53 Tra~1.
Private 73 Sites
Private 24 Truiler
Private
Pixieland camp & Trailer ParklPrivate
Holiday Hills Trailer Resort IPrivate
Sea & Sand Mobile Overnight Pk.lPrivate
.:::.=;-.. ::~'.
0·',' .
J. ~.' .:
.. i
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
Coyote Rock RV Resort
Sunset Landing RV Park
Sportsman's Landing
Tree'N'Sea T~iler Park
Private
Private
Private
Private
5 Tent/4S 'l'raiJ,.
10 Sites
16 Sites
12 Si tos
77 Sites
22 5i tes
62 Sites
~;.,""·;~:~n:,'·~"'I'~: . ' ..~flllf\" :..".:' ,,~" .. ,
.";.. .
I
Nrune / Location:egory and Type Status Q\.,rncr Size Other
,
\
2. PICNIC AREAS
I
1 ac / l'table LakefrontExisting Holmes Road P<lrk Lincoln City
" Regatta Grounds Park Lincoln City I ac / 6 table Lakefront
" Sand Point Park Lincoln City .5 ac/ 5 table Lakefront
" Wecoma Beach Park Lincoln City .42ac/ 2 table
" Kirtsis Park/Corom. Center Lincoln City 1 ac / 2 table Covered Table.
" Josephine Young Park Lincoln City I ac / 8 table. Bayfront
\
" Taft Waterfront Park Lincoln City .5 ac/ no tabl s Beachfront: '
I
. ,
" HB Van Duzer S.P. Oregon State 56 Sites
" Roads End S.P. Wayside Oregon state 6 Sites B~(~front
" DRiver S.P. wayside Orego,n State No Tables Beachfront
" East oevils Lake S.P. Oregon State 26 Sites Lakefront
" Gleneden Beach S.P. Oregon State 20 Sites
"
" Fogarty Creek S.P. Oregon State 193 si tcs DeachfrontI
I
" Boiler Bay S.P.!: Oregon State 25 Sites Oceanview
" Wapiti'Park Oceanlake Elks Lodge Group Facility Rental/Perrnis
Required
~
-
'I
~W~hr!~,:i~':'J","j ~- "'~~,#-'fl{J :': :,' I ',-: ".,'"1
:, :.~ itt: 1,"' r • : ~ :', .'
"
L --... 1:";. :"'HVL. _4 1\-_."::';\1 ... _ •. l·I\.~f :( ~"1"''-1 _lj~l.'__ . L.J..L • ... \l:.r\. r', ;
~ory and Type Status Name / Location Oh'TlCr Size Other
,
3. TRAILS
A. Bike Existing Oregon Coast Bicycle Route Oregon State/US Govt. 20 Miles
County Line to Boiler Bay
Existing Blkecentennial '76 Trans- Oregon State/US Govt. 12 Miles
America Bike Trail - E. Count~
, line to N. County line.
Planned Spyglass Ridge Lincoln City 1 1'1ile Paved
Potential N. of Hwy 101 Developments Lincoln city Unknown
\ , Potential Hwy 101 - Parking Removal Oregon State . 8 Miles
"
B• Jogging Existing Regatta Grounds Park Lincoln City 3/8 Mile Bark Chips
. .
Existing North Lincoln Hospital Hospital ~ Mile Loop Bark Chips
Existing Ocean Beach Oregon State 8 Miles
'Existing West Devils Lake S.P. Oregon State Unknown
Existing Fogarty Creek S.P. Oregon State Unknown
..
Existing Salishan Salishan Private Acces:
Planned Spyglass Ridge Lincoln City 1 Mile Paved
, .
, .
Potential N. of Hwy ~lOl Developments Lincoln City Unknown
Park Dedications
. Sewer R. D. t'1 •
-.
"
. ' Potential 19 Acre city Property/Police Lincoln City Unknown. ,
" .. J Station
-
.,..., , ' .~ :~~,ir~ I :1'. ~
ltegory and Type
3. TRAIts (cont.)
C. Hiking
Status
Existing
"
Planned
"Name / Location
Cascade Head Trails
Mt. Hebo Area
Oregon Coast Trail - North
countyline to Boiler Bay
OImcr
Nature Conservancy &
US Forest Service
Siuslaw Nat'l Forest
Oregon State
Size
Approx. 13
miles'~f trail
2J, miles
20 miles
Other
D. ORV"
",
.
E. nridle Trails
",
I
, 4. GOLF COURSES
",
....
-,'
Existing& I None
Planned
Existing &I None
Planned
Existing IDevils Lake Golf Course I Mason - Private I 9 holes
II Salishan Golf Course I Salishan - Private
I
9 holes
" INeskowin Golf Course Schlicting - Private 9 holes
'Planned Devils Lake Golf Course Mason - Private I 9 additional. Holes
I. OUTDOOR GAMES
1. TENNIS COURTS
I
Existing Lincoln Palisades Pt1bHe-*1 V ~+e... I 1 court I outdoor
" Salishan Fee to public I 8 courts I 3 in, 5 outd
11 Indian Shores Private I 1 'court I outdoor. I", J I 11 Surftides Fee to pUblic I 2 courts I indoor
, , I Planned Spyglass Ridge Public I 2 courts I outdoor
~~i.i.'(;;:~/~ / r:.~r; ....1. ': :l'~ I. '... ~~:~;~r~,,," '~'..>,"':.. '4:.~ I
-- ..... -&. ",,,,,,_.- "'. . .LI\! __ ., !, I., ~ "'''II'_ '-- > I '" __ 4 v..l.. _ _ .. U'\J...~ ..
'j /
egory and Type
1. TENNIS, COURTS ,(cant.)
2. BASKETBALL COURTS
Status
Potential
"
Name / Location
Regatta Grounds Park
Taft ,High - New Site
Owner
LincolnCity
School District
Size
2 courts
4-courts
Other
outdoor
outdoor
,
','
Existing Wecoma ~each Park Lincoln City 2 hoops
" Oceanlake School School District 2 hoops
II Delake School " 1 hoop
" Rose Lodge School " 1 hoop
" Taft High School II 2 hoops
" Indian Shores Private 1 hoop
II' I :aft Elementary School District 2 hoops
3. HARD SURFACE PLAY
COURTS
-"
4:.-'BASEBALL FIELDS
Existing Wecoma Beach Park Lincoln City
" Oceanlake School School District
" Delake School "
" Taft Elementary School I "
" Rose Lodge School I II
3D' x 60'
20'x40'
I
Existing Kirtsis Front Field ILincoln City I 300'II Taft High School School District I 300 1
" Kirtsis Middle Field I Lincoln city I 1901 (major/
minor) I - '
" IOceanlake School I School District I 160' (minor)
~i:;.!'!;.r~tr~~~7",: ~\:~..:~.' ~.:.' ..,
.. ~.~ _. _.. I •• ' I • •
.... _::":
'gory and Type Status N<J11Ie / Location OImcr Size Other
4. BASEBALL FIELDS cont Existing . Roselodge School School District 160' (minor)
..
." II Kirtsis T-Ball Field Lincoln City 65' (T-Ball)I.· .
."
.-
5. SOFTBALL FIELDS
.
Existing Kirtsis Middle Field Lincoln City 190'
.. II· Taft Elementary School District 190'
II Taft High School " 225'
" Oceanlake School II 160'
II Rose~odge School II 160'
,
Potential Old Taft Football Field School District 2@ 275'
11 New High School Site " 1 @ 225'
5. FOOTBALL FIELDS
Existing Taft High School School District Regulation
II Taft High School " Practice Area
II Taft Junior High II Practice Area
7. SOCCER FIELDS
Existing Old Football Field Site School District Adult
: II Oceanlake School " Elementary
II Delake School II Elementary
II Taft Elementary II Elementary4
" Rose Lodge " Elctnentnry .I
.
;
-
Potential New Taft Football Field School Dis trict Adult
.
.
:.;,:j;.:',.;\ ,;. :.!. W
~ory and Type
OUTDOOR GAMES AREAS
I. TRACK/FIELD
9. PLAYGROUNDS
10. OPEN FIELD AREAS
St;1tUS
Existing
Existing
II
II
II
"
II
Potential
"
II
, /
Nume / Location
Taft High School
Wecoma Beach Park
Kirtsis Park/Corom. Center
Oceanlake School
Delake School
Taft Elementary School
Roselodge School
Canyon Drive Park
Holmes Road Park
Regatta Grounds Park
QI-mer
School District
Lincoln City
II
School District
"
Il
II
Lincoln City
"
"
Siz.e
400 meter/
complete
25'x25 1
SO'xSO·
30 t x30'
30'x60 1
50'xSO·
30'x60 '
2S'x25'
2S'x2S'
30 1x30·
Other
fenced & locked
during r.on-schc
hours
'.~ .. ; .
..
- --
Existing Holmes Road Park Lincoln City I I acre
" Regatta! Grounds Park Lincoln city I 1 acre
Kirtsis Park/ Corom. Center
" ~ acreI'
.
Canyon Drive Park
" 1 acre"
Oceanlake School School District ?II
" ?" 'l'af t Blemen tury
- - - - -
.-
- - - - -
_J
- -
···l ~~::;-: ~~ . -
.
'1"}' 3Jld Type Status Name / Loc~tion -o.mer Size Other
I -UTDOOR GAMES AlmAS
, -
..
. 'OUTDOOR STAGE Existing Regatta Grounds Park Lincoln City 16 l x24 1
. OUTDOOR PATIO Existing Kirtsis Park/ Corom. Cent Lincoln City 30 1.x90 t
-. COVERED PLAY AREAS . Existins ( r None
Planned ,
-. HORSESHOE COURTS Planned Kirtsis Park/Comm. Center Lincoln City 2 courts~
I. SHUFFLEBOARD COURTS Existing Kirtsis Park/ Comm. Center Lincoln City 2 courts
I. VOLLEYBJ\L~ COURTS Potential Canyon Drive Park Lincoln City 1 court
.
INDOOR F~CILITIES
COMMUNITY CENTER Existing. Kirtsis Park/ Comm. Center Lin<?oln city 4320 sq. ft. Meeting rooms,
offices, restroor
SENIOR CENTER Existing Kirtsis Park/ Corom. Center Lincoln City 1420 sq. ft.
II Sunset Sr. Center, Lincoln ? ?
Beach
. LIBRJ\RY Existing Driftwood Library Lincoln City
INDOOR AUDITORIUM WI
STAGE
Existing Oceanlake Schoql School District 7 )..
-II Delake School II ? \l4
II Taft Elcm. Old ~ym II ?
.
" Taft Elem. New Gym II ?
--
•,.r'l" • e";';i~<.:·, .,
.....
.cgory aJld Type Status Name / Loca t ion Owner Si::.c Other
I. INOOOR'FACILITIES
l.Community Center Existing Kirtsis Park/Comm. Center Lincoln Ci ty 4320 It 2 Meeting Rooms
Offices, Rest.
2.Scnior Center Existing
Existing
Kirtsis Park/Camm.·Center
LincolnSunset Sr. Center/ hBeac
Lincoln City
?
1420 ft 2
3. Library' Existing Driftwood Library Lincoln City
,:: .
4.Indoor Auditorium
W!Stagc
••
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Existing
Oceanlake School
Delake School
Taft Elem./Old Gym
Taft Elem./Ncw Gym
Taft High School Gym
Taft High Multi-Purpose
Rose Lodge School
Salishan Lo~g House
School District
School District
School District
School District
School District
School District
School District
Salishan - Pri va te
Lincoln City Swimming Pool I Lincoln City
- - - -.-1 _
Taft Elem. New Gym School District
Taft High School School District
New High School Site School District
100' x 100' I Locker Rooms
Locker Rooms
- _1 __
45'x 80'
30'x GO'
40'x 40'
65 1·x gO' I Locker Rooms2 gyms
2 - 30'x 30'
School District
School District
School District
School District
Oceanlake School
Delake School
Rose Lodge School
Taft Elem. Old Gym
-
Existing
Existing
Existing,
Existing
Existing
Existing
Potential
Existing
5. I ndoor Gyms
J
6. Public Locker
naolns/Showers
- - --
·f,fj~,·~ ~ y. }~~~~
~gory and Type Status N.:unc / Location O\vncr Size Other
,
.' INDOOR GYMS (CONT. )
. ,.
: 7. Wood Shops Existing Taft Junior High School District Approx. 1200
Existing Taft H~gh School School District Approx. 1000
8. Music Rooms Existing Oceanlake" School School District 20 l x '30
,"
Existing Taft Junior High School Distric:t 20' x 30'
Existing Taft High School School District 20' x 30'
.. 9. Home EG; Rooms Existing Taft High School School District 20'x 25'
Taft Junior High School District 20'x 25'
lO."Cnfctcrias Existing Oceanlake School School District Also used as rJ'r
Existing Delake School School District 20'x 20'
Existing Taft Junior High School District lOO'x lOa' Also used as g)
Existing Taft High School School District
Existing Rose Lodge School School District Also used for (
Existing Lincoln City Carom. Center Lincoln City 30'x 60' CLlterinlj Type
Kitchen
i
,
;
·~I~J
.,.. ,. ; ..
,
I I I I ---,,-------
:egory and Type
T. ·WATER'BASEO FACILITIE
1. SWIMMING
A. Indoor Swim Pool
Status
. Existing
Name / Location
Lincoln City Corom. Center
Dlmer
Lincoln City
Size
25 meter
20')( 24' lnstJ-.
-Pool
Other
Lincoln city
Lincoln City
Lincoln City
100' Beach Swim Area SUl
Off
. 2. BOATING
-
A. Boat Launch I Existing Holmes Road Park
Existing Rcq~tta Grounds Park
Existing Devils Lake Near S~nd Point
Existing DRiver - North Side
Existing Bast Devils {,uke S. P.
IExisting Salmon River/3 Rocks Road
,- Siletz Moorage/Hwy 229. - . EXl.stl.ng ,
.
Existing Sunset Landing/Hwy 229
Existing Chinook Bend Trailer Park/
; I ,.' •.o.~ 0_ Hwy 229.. " ..."" '. ,
Existing Coyote Rock RV Resort
---'--_0
--' ~-- -_. --L
--
- -
--
-- -
Lincoln City 1 Lane Parking Limi
Lincoln City 1 Lane noat/Trailer
Lincoln County 1 Lane No Parking
State Game Carom. 1 Lane Gruvelled Pa
Oregon Sta tc 1 Lane P,Jvcd P'll:ki"
Lincoln Coupty 1 Lane Gravelled Pi!
Private 1 Lane
Private Electric
Launch
I
Private
Private
"I!
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Potential and Approved Oregon ?ecreation Trails
The Oregon State Parks and Recreation Bra~ch, De?~rtnent of Transportation
CD.D.T.), is in the process of developing a state~ide system of recreation trails,
including hiking, horse and bicycle paths. Recreation trails provide an avenue
for a variety of recreational activities and interests; They also generally provide
access to scenic resources and open spaces Hhich might be damaged or inaccessible by
other modes of transportation. Recreation trails provice alternative transoortation
rqutes for those interested in getting away from automobiles and ~he limitations
they impose.
In 1971, two pieces of legislation were passed in Oregon which became the backbone
of the state recreation trails progra..n. ORS 366.514 requires that "not less than l~
of the funds expended by the state Highway Division or received by any city or county
from t~e State Highway Fund shall be used to establish footpaths and bicycle trails
along existin<; high.....ays and in parks and recreation areas". The Recreation Trails
Sys tern Act (DRS 340.950 to 390.989 and 390.990 subsection (4) "established the
basis for a state trails syst~~ for hiking, bicycling a~d horseback riding and created
the Recreation Trails Advisory Council"~
The status of the state trails system within Lincoln County is as follows:
Ore90n Coast Bicycle Route. Tnis is a border-to-border bike trail along the
Oregon coast. The trail lies on existing public rights-of-way for its entire len9th, 31
no acquisition of lands for the trails is required. The recommendation of the'
Recreation Trails Advisory Council is for a four-foot wide paved shoulder along the
highway, to be separated from the vehicle lanes by~a single, B inch wide white
stripe. The route should be adequately signed and cleaned of debris as necessary for
safety, and ramps should be provided ~o all bridge sidewalks. l The Oregon Coast Bicycl!
Trail has not been officially designated or accepted by the Department of Transporation
However, work on striping and highway maintenance will probably be done on some
priority needs stretches.
In Lincoln County the route is as follows:
From the Tillamook County line on Neskowin C=eek Road,"3.3. ~iles to Jet. with
Three Rocks Road; then right on Three Rocks Road"C.6 mile to U.S. 101; then left on
u.s. 101 2.2 miles to East Devil's Lake Road Jet.; left on East Devil"'s Lake Road 4.9
miles to Delake (Jet. with U.s. 101); left on U.s. 101 to Cape Foulweather Road; right
on Cape Foulweather Road (Otter Crest Loop Frontage Road) 4.0 miles to Otter Rock (Jet.
with U.S. 101); then on U.S. 1018.0 miles to ·Ne~port; then on U.S. 10115.5 miles
to \'1aldport; then"on u.s. 1018.6 miles to Yachats; then 3.1 miles to Lane" County line.
Total mileage in Lincoln County is 64.8
*Note: ~~ alternative route is available just north of Newport as follows: approximat
3/4 m~le south of Agate Beach turn r~9ht onto Jumpoff Joe Road, passing Agate Beach
State Hayside, continuing south on Spring"Street to N.H. 10th Street, right on 10th to
U.H. Coast Street, left on Coast Street to N. Olive S"treet, right on Olive to SN Elizab
Street, left on Elizabeth to SW Government Street, 'right on Government to Yaquina eay
State Park, left on park drive and through the park to Highway 101 at Ya'quina Bay Bridg
-
.,
\<J
f
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
Oregon Coast Trail {hiking}. This trail is a proposed border-ta-border hiking
trail that would mainly follow Oregon beaches, with segments designated to Skirr·
sections of the coast where foot travel along the shoreline is not possible or
safe. The northern portions qf the trail have been constructed in Clatsop and
Tillamook Counties, ~nd within three state parks fu~ther south~~have been OfficII
adopted by the D_O.T. Toe remaining trail locations, including those in LineOl
County, are still tentative, (see m~p) but have been approved in principle by
the state Recreation Trails Advisory Council. Official acceptance by the D.O.TIr
will occur after construction. The acquisition of rights-of-way and constructi~
and signing is proceeding fro~ north to south along the coast, so work should be~
in Lincoln County 3.
Bikecentennial' 76 Trans-America Bicycle Trail. This is an unoffici~l "official [
state trail. Although not officially adopted by D.O.T., this rou~e is supportet
by them.4
'I\.'elve (12) miles of the Bil<.a:centennial Route lies in Lincoln County, coming inte
the county from the north on Highway 18, then turning northwest at Otis JUnctio{
on the Old Highway 101 to the county line.
Fall City - Valsetz Trail (hiking) • still in the discussion staaes this trail i ~
a local proposal by citizens of Fall City~ No route proposals have been identi ~
at this time, but there has been some talk of tying this into the Dallas-to-the- I
Coast Trail.
Note: Other recreation trails ~f smaller scale. such as city. county~ or
trails will be inventoried and discussed as a part of the recreation plan
Thi~ section deals only with state trails, o~ other major proposals.
,
forest t
elemet
The attraction of most recreation trails depends upon the aesthe~ic qualities 0 i
"the surrounding area {scenic resources. natural" characteristics. historical or
cul-tural sites. unioue qualities, etc.l. Develooments or land uses which \.;ould
.- ,, A 71
recreation trail location to drop. Tne city/county should weigh land use
proposals alongside designated trails and on or along proposed trails with
respect to the impact the use would have on the trail.
Additionally the city/county should review the locations of trails ~hen
planning other recreational facilities such as pzrks; vie~pQint5; rest areas,
etc.; so that a coordinated recreation net~ork in the city/county can be
developed.
Some policy alternatives the city/county ~ight adopt with regard to recreatio~
trails follow:
1. The ·city/county supports the proposed routes of the following state
recreat~on trails, and urges designation and completion as soon as
possible:
1. (trail)
2. etc.
2. The city/county views recreation trails as an important part of the
recreation program, and will review proposed land uses on or alongside
such trail routes with the intent of protecting their recreational and
attractive qualities.
3. The proposed or designated routes of state recreation trails shall
be protected from uses.or activities which would conflict with their
use as trails.
Several implementation ~easures could be used· carry out the. above rolicy
objectives. Topographic or vegetative buffer strip.. _hat would separate recreation
trails· from the sight or sound of uses could be required. Sign restrictions
and regula~ions along trails could be initiated if not already in force. Planning
and zoning areas alonq recreation trail routes for Planned Developments ·(PD)
would allow communi~y. review and conditions on land use proposals in those areas.
The city/county might also choose to trade for or purchase certain properties
or some of the development rights to those properties along recreation trail routes.
This would allow the community to control inappropriate uses on the land; and
would provide sites for future additions to the recreation facilities of the
city/county in locations which would compliment the recreation network.
2 . Ibid, p. 2. -
l. Draft·of February 9, 1977 The Oregon Coast Bicycle Route, A Proposed
Addi tion to t he Oregon Recreation Trails System-, _Parks and Recreation
Branc~, D.O.T. Prepared by Jack Remington, Coordinator, Recreation
Trails System, and the State Recreation Trails Advisory Council. pp.
13.
,
-I
1(I-
4-5,1
I
3. Personal communication with and letter from Richard S. Johansen, Region II
Parks Planner, State Parks and Recreation Branch, D.O.T., to ~ary Arman,
Associate Planner, Mutual Aid Planning Service. Letter dated November 22,
1976 (copy in inventory file).
4.
5·.
Ibid.
Personal communication with r-:ary 1-.oore, Siuslaw National Forest Planner,
December 23, 1977.
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;ccory a.nd Type Status N~{JllC / Location ()yner Si:c Other
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.' ·2. BOATING (CONT.)
.. '::....
.
.
D. Moorage Dock Existing Regatta Grounds Park Lincoln Ci ty 40'
.
. '
•.:,," C. M<l.rina Existing/ None
,i.',\"A.•• Planned::,' '.
. "
,
.
3. FISHING DOCK Existing Regatta Gounds Park Lincoln City 15' Handicap Acce~
Existing Holmes Road Park Lincoln City 0'
.
Existing Taft Waterfront Lincoln City 50 1 Handicap Acce ..
,
4. Beach Accesses Existing N. 40th St. Lincoln City Parking, lev.' !
N. 35th St. Lincoln city Parki nCJ, hand:
d<':(;..:'~;S, vehil.:
.:lCCCSS
---------------
N. 31st St. Lincoln City Stairs,
N. 26th st. Lincoln City Parking, Stail
N. 21st St. Lincoln Ci ty Parking, Stai!
N. 15th St. Lincoln Ci ty . Res trooms, Vel
.'I.ecess
S. 11th St. Lincoln Ci ty Ptlrking. Low I
S. 33rd S·t. Lincoln City P<1rking, Rump
Bench,
S. 35th St. Lincoln City . Steps
S. 44th St. Lincoln City walkway, Sta!
S. 51st St. Lincoln City . Rcstrooms, Be.
l . 66th St. Lincoln City Parking, bay.S.
S. 69th St . Lincoln Ci ty P<1rking, bay.
.
." It""' I:~·;':.:.,I:to~·:; ~ " ~_:1:r.~~~:, ::!~;.y.... ." ~;" ',uH.c.Nl\.ll\! Ur J\J,.;I..,{J:J\'u.vn l'I\\'r't""~,LuJ LlN .....v.u,'l l...l!! j-uU:n 1"(
·gory and Type Status Name / Loc3tion I O\.;ner Size Other
4. BEACH ACCESSES CON! Existing
Existing
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Roads End Wayside
D River Wayside
Oregon State
Oregon state
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A. Reg l!1a tion Size
B. Hajor \Li~'Cle :;:.eague)
c. Nir.o:=- (Little League)
1:. T-Ball
A. Bike
B. Jogging/~'!a1king
C. Hiking
D. ORV
E. Bridle Trails
L.L\ND SASED y"ACIL!TI£S
4. Baseball Field
3. Trails
3. Hard Surfac~ Play A~eas
2. Picnic ~reas/Sites
1. Campsites
4. Golf Course$
OuTDOOR GAi·iES FACT UTI ES
.E 2 SUH...'1ARY OF RECREATION FACILITIES
EXISTING, PLANNED, & POTENTIAL, PUBLIC & PRIVATE
LINCOLN CITY AREA
r
(CONT. ) Existing PLAt-:NED POTENTIAL
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.. ltage 8
- L6 . .. 2
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1
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Public Locker Rooms
tvood Shoo .
B. Elementary
A. Adult
lo.. Regulation
B. Practice
5. Indoor Gym
1. Conununity center
4. Indoor Auditorium w/S
2. ' Senior Center
3. Library .
INDOOR FACILITIES
8. TracklField
9. playgrounds
7. Soccer Fields
OUTDOOR G~~S FACILITIES
6. Football Fields
15. Shuffleboard Courts
13. Covered play Areas
12. Outdoor Patio
14. Horseshoe Courts
10. Open Field Areas
- 16. Volleyball Courts
, 11. Outdoor Stage
.,
EXISTING, PLANNED, & POTE~TIAL, PUBLIC & PRIVATE
LINCOLN CITY AREA
INDOOR FACILITIES (CO.'T.)
8. Busic Room
9. Home Ec. Room
10. Cafeteria
WATER BASED -FACILITIES
1. Swimming
A. Indoor Pool
B. Outdoor Pool
C. Developed Swim Beach
2. Boating
A. Boat Luanch
B. f.10orage Dock - Temp.
C. Marina
3. Fishing Docks
4. Beach Accesses
EXISTING PLAt,:NED I POTENTIAL
3 I
2 I
6
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_ Lincoln County School District
.. , Gy/·IS /, FI ELOS AVAILABLE - L1tICOLN CITY Jl.iiUrRY 1982
A_Del~ke School. grades 1-3
Field: Size 125' centel~ field, 45' bases. grass infield
facilities- slilall backstop, elementa,·y size soccer goals(school m-med)
Gym: size- ~~:x60', ~ile floo:! s.ta~~, cafetel"ia, basketball hoops on \>/a11
Playground; 'Climbing apparatus. slides, swings. etc. Approx. SO'xSO'
Hard surface play area
B.Oceanlake School, 9rades 4-6
Field: size- 167' left center field. 55'-60' bases,grass infield
facilities-backstap.soccer goals (;2 city QI-ined)
.
-- additional lat-ge grassed field suitable for soccel' practice and
possible softball practice
Gym: size- 18'x26'(appox.) tile flOOI- over cemellt,stage
Playground; Play equipmenL, hard surface play area, outdoor basketball hoops,
tether ball poles
C.Rose lodge School, grades 1-6
Field: softball field, grass infield
facilit~es - backstop. elem. size soccer goals (school owned)
Gym: size- approx. 40'x40'. Hoaden fl001~ (tile over ',-/Ood), stage
Playground; Play apparatus, hard surface play area, outdoor basketball hoop
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
I
I
Gyms: I.' 01 d Gym
size - 45'x80', tile over NQod floor, stage, a few bleachers
2: Ne" Gym
size lOO'xl00'. tartan flcor, portable stage, locker rooms,
movable, bleachers
O.Taft Junior High. grad~s 1-8
Field: size-300+' center field. 60' bases, grass infield) short right
facilities - backs~op, portable soccer Qoals (school C'.'me~L ~~
" :
" :
- ",-
-.. or. -
~~~1:~·
Playground:
-
Play ap?aratus. hard surface play area
,', ~ "
.J. ".
- ,.. "
field <20';
I
I
I
..
I
.,
I-
I·
I
G ' • Fields (cont.).. ym..: u
Page 2
size - 90'x65' approx .• wooden floor
facilities - stage, \"Ieightroom, bleachers. locker rOG:?l$. 6
hoops (2 glass), scoreboard
School I grades 9-12
1. r':ajor Field:
size-JOO'+ center field. 90' bases, sOdded infieid
facilities - backstop. pitcher's rjjQ~md. d~90utS. bl=i::chers
in Qround, base pegs
Limited parking near~y
size-~ mile. rubberized asphalt surface. a lanes
facilities - possible light, green exercise space
field evO?nts.
-,
basketball
111 center.
Field:
s 1ecvC5 i tl ~:jl"O:';;lrl. grl:nds ..ands. c i rode!"
-.
Grandstands in v~~y bac. conrlitio~.
useable till sold!
approx.· tile floor, ~~e, cafeteria
very \'let.
Old Football Field:
.
Opposite End of Najor Field and Practice Footocll Field:
Ueo., Football Field:
Parking limited.
NOTE:
5.
Facilities - soccer goals,
track (4 lanes)
2.
3.
facilitie~-goal posts. possible lights, bleache;$
Good parking =acilities
4. Track-Around Nei Football
f'lutl i-Purpose Room:
size 35'x25 1
E.Taft High
Field
1
1
I
I
I
I
I
I Gym:
t
I
I
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1.
2.
3.
4 .
5.
,.
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~\~:;
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OREGON STATE PARKS - LI:\COLN CITY AREA
West Devils Lake State Park
30 acres located on Devils Lake off NE 6th Street.
68 tent camp sites, 32 trailer sites 'vith utility hool~s, 26 picnic sites,
restrooms and showers, drinking 'vater, 'ood fire boxes, boat. dock, trails>
utility building.
East Devils Lake State Park
87 acres located on Devils Lake off East Devils Lake Road.
Day use park. 26 picnic istes, drinking ,.;ater, ,{ood fire boxes> flush toilets>
boat ramp and dock.
D River Wayside
4 acres located off ~~r 101 on the Ocean at DRiver.
Day use area only. Parking, restrooms, drinking ,{ater, beach access, tourist
info center.
Roads End State Park lvayside
. 2.5 acres located approximately ,l~ rnile~ north of Lincoln City on Logan Road
on the ocean.
Day use area only. P~rking, restrooms, drinking Hater, beach access, several
picrlic .tables.
State Game Commission Boat Launch (see attached map)
1.1 acres located on North Side of D River off H..,ry 101.
Minimally improved gravel boat launch and parking area.
No signs or 'apparent maintenance.
.. '. . '. :.;: .'
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STATE RECREATION TRAILS
'SYSTEM (proposed)'
r" Oregon Coast Bicycle Rout~
. '
1."\••,,,fOregon Coast Trail "(hiking)
........: (Sikecentennial '76 Tran~-
- A.~erica Bicyc.le Trail
~. ... .
~ r" Dallas- fo-lhe-Coast Troll~ .
\. n Corvallis-to -the-Coast Trail .
4 .
\...." . .
'../ ~ Coast Range Trail
'.. "",. h
. \~I Bay-tp-ooy Troll
Fall City- Valsetz Trail (rot sho.....n)
:.
• 6 , •
~.
"j;A
I "...
NORTH
I
E~
o WILlS 4
;,-
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• • .. RECREAIIONAl tJ~EDS
~
~
VJ
-
environmental deteriorution, (e) are
available to the public ilt nominal cost.
and (f) meet needs of visitors 10 the
state,
B, Unique areas or resources capable of
meeting one or more specific
recreational needs requirements should
be Inventoried and protected or
acquired,
9. All state and federal agencies
developing recreation pions should
. allow for review of recretltion pions by
affected 10Clli agencies.
10. Comprehensive plans should be
. designed to give a higher priority 10
enhancing recreiltion opportunities on
the public waters ond shorcliwds of the
. state especially on existing ond
potential.state und federal wild' and
scenic waterways and Oregon
Recreationol Trilils.
11 ..' Pla~s which' prOVide for satisfying the
'. recreation needs of persons in the
.' :. planning area should consider as a
.... ~.major . deternijnan~, . the carrying
,,' cupaclty of· .. the air,. leWd (lnd wuter
.;.:. resour'ccs of the pl~ilnii')9()reJ. The lund
. "conservation 'und development ,uctions
'p'rovidcd for by such plans should not
exceed the Currying cupu<:ity of such
resources.
2. An' inventory' of recreation op-
portunities should be made based upon
. adequate research and a'nalysis of the
resources in the planning area which
are available to meet recreation needs.
3. Recreation land use to meet
recreational needs and development
standards, roles and responsibilities
'should be developed by all agencies in
coordination with each other i.md with
the privc1te interests. Long range plans
and action programs to meet
. recreatlonul needs should be developed
.' : " by each .. agency responsible for
....... developing comprehensive plans.
. '. <to The planning for lands and resources
" capable 'of accommodating multiple.
. uses should include provision for ap·
:" proprlate recreation opportunities.
'. 5. The : STATE COMPREHENSIVE
OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN could
'. be used as a guide when p'lanning,
. acquiring and developing recreatio!1
. resources, areas and facilities .
. ' .6:' When .developlng recreation plans,
.: . :. ;:;;energy .<;p~sequences· should be ·lfon.'
" " .sldered, .'. and to the greatest exlcnt
... " possible non.motorlzed. types;, of
. ~ .. recreatlonc:J\ cJctivitles should l' be
, : preferred over motorized activities.
.',7.." Plan'nlng ·and. provision for rccreal ion
., :; ... facllitles and opportunities should give
': :;: :prlorityto areas, facilities and uses thut B. Implementation:
(a) . meet recreational needs 1. Plans should take into lIccount various
requ'lrements for high density techniques in addition to fce acquisition
population centers, (b) meet such as easements, cluster develop·
recreational needs of persons of limited mcnts, preferential lIssessments,
GUIDELINES: . .. ,: ,": mobility' and finances, (c) meet . development rights acquisition, sub·
A. Planning: '. "I. recreationul needs requirements while division· park lilnd dedication which
1. An inventory of recreation needs In the :....•..:.~:.,:. providIng the maximum conservation ' ~ '.; ,'. benefits the subdivision, and similc1r
~in~a "d ,--ad",~d",,: ~rg'llllih i'lliii tr~rta-'of .... t_qu.. to ~eel-ic.cr~on~ (lCI\.:yvd'e l ..~,-Jrd.......... "n, ... ,~of ! I .' , f" 'or I un ~lC !. en ) fhl~ Iii ~CIC_'C
• - • I
The requirements for meeting ',such needs,
now and in the future shilll be planned for
by governmental agencies having
responsibility for recreation areas,
facilities and opportunities: (l) in coor-
dination with private enterprise, (2) in
appropriate proportions ilnd (3) in such
quantify, quality and 10cation ilS is con-
sistent 'with the availC)bility of the
resouq:es to meet such requirements.
Stc1te ilnd federal agency recreation plans
shall be coordinated with local' and
regional recreational needs and plans. .
·GOAL: To satisfy the recrceltio'nell needs of
the citizens of the stelte and -visitors.
Recreation Areas,' Facilities'· and
Opportunities .•• provide for human
development . and enrichment,·' 'and
Include but are not limited to:' open
space' and scenic. landscapesi
•. recreational lilnds; history, archeology
,. '. and natural science resources; scenic
.... roads., and. travelways,. sports. and
: cult,u~i1I.. events; camping,. plc.nlcklng
ilnd rccrciltlonal lodging; tOL1rlst
facilities and accommodations:' trails';
wiltcrway .' use' facilities; '. hunting;
anglIng; . wlnler sports;···· minerai
resources; 'activ~:'a'rid passlve:'ga'mes
and activities.' '" .' . . "
Recreation Needs •• refers to existing and
future demand by citizens and visitors
for recreation areas, facilities and
opportunit ies.
I-I. IT
SPt.C:S SThND':'_H:DS ?O;i. ?A.aK FP.CILITlt:S
O~e~ soace s~andards C~~ be uzcful ~hen conslccrlr.g fut~r~ rccreatior.al needs.
/-. g~ne-rc!.1. s--='a!1.dard f,?' total p3.r~~ and re:;=-ea~io;:J. s?ace in a co~-::unity is one Ci.cre
of lan::!. [0, each 100 ?ersans in ,,!1e cO!:'.7,:.l:"llty, ·,i:!.:h appr:)ximately one-half of this
len~ cevo:c1 to activ~ r~creetional us~. I
Eo!'e tefined sta."'1.dards are bro!':.en co:..""!) by ages served, radius of area served,
and .type of factlity.
-. •
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pre.school
5 - 14
teenage If.'
adult
all ages·
S~rv.ice
Area
1000 1
1 mile
~~..
city
city
'Acres per
·1000 PO?
. S!.:ze of
ic.eal "
Site'
mini::'lull'l
,
-,
I
I
I
i
!
-1
?as'sLve
Co:r.":\. Parks
District ?arks
!l.e,5ic:lal .?arks
all ages
all ages
all ages
eity
aistriet
region
.
·
- -
2.0 10 5
5.0 100 40
15·0 500-1000 varie~ i
.
· ., .11
~...L·
From: Ne\,port Park Plan, prepared by Lincoln County Planning Dept., 1972.
Spaco Sund4'l'da for PHI<. facilit1e, .: .. :.::.~:;\
· "",.'t;':-,
Standard' Eor outdoor recreation ar~a, aro ~xtre~aly uaeful tor ana1y%10g tho .1~~L:~£
adequacy o! exl,clng and future fscil1tl.,. Those .tandard, .hould not bs takan ~
hsrd snd fBlt rules for p.ark dov.loprunt. but r.ather 8$ a point fror.r. \lhich. to ba!l~ .
.. ",
HIHlMUH ACR!AC~ .
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. .
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; . "..'.
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: ......J.
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From: Lincoln County Park Plan, prepared by Lincoln County Planning Dept., 1972.
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APPENDIX I
Park Model Classification System
A 1ta
NEIGHBORHOOD PARK
I. Purpose
(
To provide CJsily accessible recreJtion dr-ea"" v:hich sel-ve neighborhood'
cit i lensand p1"'0 V ide h i g h den sity act i ve 0 I'" pas ~ 1 'eu s e .
II. MJnage~ent Responsibility
l'leighbol'llood parks \'lill generally be administered by a cOilllllunity nlJency,
but the county, qUos;-Jubl ic and \.)J-ivate sectors l1lay also ad~tlinister these
sites. /'lanageli1ent decisions should give priority to public use bu~ ,-vll-
sideratioll should also be given to the quality of the park environ;l;ent.
III. Access and Service Area
The park should be located in a community \'J1thin a 15 minute \·IJlk. a
10 minute bicycle ride, a 5 Illinute drive or by a transit system. The park
size will normally be less than 15 acres.
III. Facilities *
Playground equipment
Picnic areas
Sports ffe 1d
Small game courts
Multipurpose courts
SHifTliling facilities
Passive areas
Open spaces
* This l~sting provides a sample of facilities that could be found in a
neighborhood park. lone of these facilities are required nor are other
ap~ropriate facilities prohibited.
V. Special Considerations
.. ':"
," ,.. : .
,
;
.:
a. Park areas such as tot lots, landscaped areas, plazas, squares,~~c. will .
be classified as' neighbor-hood parks. . ...:::~....., .
b. Neighborhood parks normally support a large number of organized·activities.
c. In small rura·l communities. parks \oJhich serve the entire population but .. :·.
don't otherwise meet the criteria for a cOrTll,:unity park, will be classified
as nei ghborhood parks. _ . . . :...::.- -'f':'!:-:
. '~::':.~. '.~:.:.
',: ::.~.:.:'. :. '",
.. ~.:.~;..... .."..-
f ":;,_:'.'-:".:;:: j••_.•_ •
....~- ~:: ~. : .. ' ..
VI. Development Character
' .. '
....
~
a. No "~re' than 80~ of the park should be developed. The remaining 20~
should retain a basic natural quality.
b. Undeveloped areas and landscape barriers can be used to separate passive.: ·
and active areas. . .
c. I t may be preferable to have separate park i 119 lots for active and pa5s·i 'I.e -'.
areas. -. '.". . :.~.. ~~'.. '.. ' ..
d. Ease of mc1in~enance and public use should be prime considerations in. ....
development plans. . '.,"!:7":-'. .... . :.-<>: .:.... -..:.
. : ·-:):~Af·<: . _.' .··.::.~\;~":l:f.:L··.· -::-:., .: '.:-.. ·::·~~~:';~+tti~:~~.·:::··~
Dev€: 1opmen t Conc,?pt . ,. ' ....:j.;:~i~~~::::·, . .... : ....< ..:;-.:~.':~.~S-,:·::::' .~:~
- . .:~~:'/t:::;... ..... '.:'<':,~.:.-,:. :. <-' ",,:; ';,' ;'.:{ :;;;:~l~~#~,·t '.\ :'-.:.: .':~·2Jili:· ~.~:{; '!:;'~~~f;-;il';' .:":'
The fo I1ow'fn'g",c'oncept'ua 1 pI an i s sho~n::.~as 'an :e·xa~pfe:.'of "·th~:d~s'i 9n:',fOrf:~":~~~/';:/';'
typi ca I ne i ghbo'rhood pa ric. •.··t Ac tua 1.' p'arks;':shou1d :be.:desi gned i nd i vi dtia tlj ~.ac'co.~;""~·:,~'::'~'·:"
di ~g- .to the r~rid; base t·· n~~d.s.~·~.9P~~a.t.i.oti·~·a.~cf,~"},ai.n~~{a·~~·e-:.~~pabiJ ~y'j:~~~,,:;!t.~~<~i~:~
; "~o,..A ... ..I " ~ ~ - ' .......~t >.' ' . .'. :"->"i,:~"""-t"~/"~, :::.:-:: :~1:':~~j,t."l~;O:!-~4";''''~.~~·''-'''~~~'~: ~""~':":·f·~~~~~;;':\.··'..~~''';;i:''~~.:JYt:~'':':, I
II I ~
TAIIU: 10-1. Ut'CUIII1Ilt'lId..,( ~p<la 31<llldards by Chll;;/il<ll;"" III"! !W{'ll'
(Illiol. ralio. (.'lorn', t': .,/clnplc'd /1'0111 Uoual D. lIut'c/'II,.,-, ,..1,. ~.u IOS,\1.
PAIU;' RrCItL\T!US ASl) 01'I-:S 51',\<.:[ 5rA.'lJ,\lI.IIS, 1I',II/{;lIgl0ll, f),C,:
""a 1jUllo( U t'ut'<II;ulI a /lei J'llrli '!>.IOcl(l1 ;011, Il.rl. [i"l/cd I '};O). /J. I:!.)
Cl3ssification
Acres ~er
1.000
p~ople Size raOige P0pul;"tion sp.rvcd Service area
------_.__._.__ .. _._- --_._---
Playlots
Vest pocket parks
Neighborhood parks
District (community)
parks
Large urb3n parks
Region'll parks
2.5CO sQ. It.
per acre
2.Soo sQ. ft.
per acre
2.5 Min. 5 acres-
up to 20 acres
2.5 20-100 acres
5.0 100+ acres
20.0 250 + acres
SOO- 2,500
Soo- 2,Soo
2.00Q--lO,ooO
10,000-50,000
One per SO,OOO
Serves entire popu·
lation in smaller
communities; should
be distributed
throughout 'Iarger
metro 3reilS
Subneighborhood
Subneighborhood
1/~-3 miles
Within V2 hr.
driving time
Within 1 hr.
driving time
)
ji-:
a.. -
.......' - r.f"~~-t'"":~ ,~,ilI., .,
,. ,
-----_.. _.._------_._- ._- _.. _.-
• NOl iopplkalJle.
From: ~Ianaging tvlunicipa1 Leisure Service~ Sidney Lutzin and Edward Storey
editors, International Ci ty ~Ianagement Association, 1973.
Standards for Tennis Courts:
1. National Recreation and Park Association recommends one tennis court
for every 2000.population.
2. US Tennis Association Facilities Committee recommends approximately .
25 courts needed for a town of 15,000, varying with the age of residents,
income, etc.
NEIGHBORHOOD PARKS
I
. I
....
PICNIC AREA
FIELD SPORTS
OPEN SPACE
. . ~
.,- -
.... ..: ...:.
.: .- .
PLAYGROUND
PICNIC AREA
MULTI·PURPOSE
COURTS
•
.~
~;
..
. ,
~~~.~
:*::.
'-.
i·~"
1:»' .
~".."..... .. ..'.
. ."-.
"
11:.::".. \:~ ,.~':.. ~..
"
A 73
I. Purpose
To provide a variety of moderate density use recreation and/or cultural
oPpo/-tunities; centrally located for cit-zens of the coranunity and ir.1ffiediate
outlying areas.
I!. Hanagemen t Respons i bi 1ity
Conmlunity parks are usually the responsibility of city govermnent but
in some instances county,' quasi-public or privately administere1 areas may
qualify as a community park. Public need is the primary factor in manage-
ment of the park. but the park environment should reflect the need for
diverse opportunities.
III. Access and Service Area
Located within the city limits, the park should be accessible by a
transit system. if available, and within a 30 minute walk, a 20 minute
bicycle ride or a 10 minute drive. The park will normally be between 15
and 100 acres in size.
IV. Facilities *
All facilities found in a neighborhood park could also be located in a
community park. In addition it might include:
Community center
Arboretums
Zoos
Natural center
Campi ng areas -
Tra il s
Pl aneto ri urn
Art museum
Historical m~seum
Sports complexes
Stables
Undeveloped areas
- .
* This listing provides a sample of facilities that could be found in a
community park. None of these facilities are required nor are other
appropriate facilities prohibited.
V. Special Considerations
a. A community park located in a large "urban area m~y not serve the entire
city, but perhaps a section within the urban region.
b. Organized activities will usually be a large part of the par~'s useage.
c. Community parks with unique resources may qualify for a natural or
historical sub-unit classification.
VI. Development Character
land is left as.a unit, it<becomes a ~ignificant area:.
. I
. , ..,.
;. ~ -,0-;",
. - ~ :.~ .'A-3
-
a. Approximately 70~ of the park will be developed-areas with 30: undeveloped
·land.
b. If the undeveloped
by i tse1f. ,-.
. -.
.. ~.. ' ..
.-.":'.- ......' .
A 71
c. The undeveloped land can be used for trails, ntlture study or be reserved
for future use.
d. Passive and active areas should be ade'lulltely separated and parking areas
should be located convenient to the two areas.
e. Public use is ~Ile lIIajor developn:ental consideration.
VII. Development Concept
The following conceptual plan is shown as an example of the design for
a typical community park. Actual parks should be designed indivi~~ally
according to the land base, needs, operations and maintenance capability
and the intended use.
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LlliEAR RECREATION AREAS
I. Purpose
To provide opportunities for dispersed recreation and to provide
access from populous areas to outdoor recreation areas.
Ii. l·li1nagemenl Respons i bi 1 i ty
A linear recreation drea could be
of government or quasi-public group.
groups to administer these areas.
III. Access and Service Area
the responsibility of any level
It would be uncommon for private
The service area varies from local to national depending on the sig-
nificance of the area. Acces~ is also highly dependent upon the location
and purpose. In many cases linear recreation areas will connect other
park areas to population centers. These trails should be easily accessible
at many points. A linear park could be as short as 2-3 miles but this
w0~ld normally occur only in urban areas.
.-
IV. Facilities and Areas
--
Seen ic ·....,a ten...ays
Rivers
Scenic highl... ays
Campi ng areas
flational recreation trails
V. Special Considerations
Bicycle trails and routes
Foot tra i1 s
Horse riding trails
Picnic areas
Ocean c:;hore
.~ a.,
b.
c.
Individual park areas that are connected by a linear recreation area
wi 11 be classl fied separately. .
Areas that provide access to linear recreation areas l"i11 be classified
as \·/ays ides.
It is possible to have several types of facilities v.-lthin one linear
reerea.tion area .. i.e .• \-Iater, foot, and bike trails.
VI. Development Character
A natural barrier should be retained on the area boundary to preserve'
the experi ence.
VII. Development Concept
The following plan shows the possible relationship of facilities
\,.tithin a 1inear park.
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WAYSIDES
I. Purpose
To provide access to linear recreation areas or other recreation
resources; to desigrldte scenic viewpoints or historical sites along travel
routes~. or to provide rest areas for travelers on the state highways.
I I. ~lanager:tent Respons i bi 1 i ty
Waysides can be the resDc~si~ility of any agency.
III. Access and Service AI'ea'
Both service area and access are dependent upon the type of l'Iayside
and the associated facilities. Waysides will generally be under 5 acres
in size.
IV. Facilities *
Picnic areas
Boa tramps
Restrooms
Trails
Campsites
Historic markers
c
* This list provides a sample of the facilities that could be found in a
wayside park. None of these facilities are required nor are other appro-
priate facilities prohibited.
V. Special Considerations
a. Waysides must provlde access to an outdoor recreation resource; offer
travelers a rest stop; or mark a point of interest.
b. Areas that are for the use of travelers in a 1inear recreation area but
do not provide access to the park. are not considered waysides, e.g.,
camping area along the river.
VI. Development Character
3. Access areas to recreation resources should have sufficient parking and
support facilities, e.g., water, restrooms. etc.
b. The parking erea should be visible either from the road or from· the
resource (lake. river) to reduce vandalism.
VII. Development Concept
, .
The following conceptual plan is shown as an example of the design
for a typical set of waysides. Actual waysides should be developed accor-
ding to the land base, needs. maintenance capability and the intended use.
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